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The Moving Finger writes; and, having writ, 
Moves on : nor all your Piety nor Wit 
Shall lure it back to cancel half a Line, 
Nor all your Tears wash out a Word of it . 
And that inverted Bowl they call the Sky, 
'ffiereunder crawling coop'd we live and die, 
Lift not your hands to It for help - for It 
As impotently moves as you or I . 
. ~.Ji th Earth ' s firs t Clay They did the Las t Man knead, 
and there of the Last Harvest sow'd the Seed: 
And the first Morning of Creation wrote 
'mat the last Dawn of Reckoning shall read. 
Yesterday This Day's Madness did prepare; 
To-rnorrmv ' s Silence, Triumph, or Despa ir: 
Drink! for you know not whence you come, nor why: 
Drink ! for you know not why you go, nor where. 
Omar Khayyam 
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ABSTRACT 
The Australian population growt h has been slowing down since 
the early 1970s, falling from 1.9 per cent per annum during the period 
1966 to 1971, to 1.2 per cent during the period 1971 to 1976, resulting 
In an increase in the median population age from 26.8 years to 28.3 
years from 1971 to 1977. 
There is an increase in the proportion of elderly in the total 
population and a decrease in the proportion of the young and this trend 
will intensify in the years ahead as the population t ends towards a 
stable level. By 2000 AD it has been estimated the total population is 
likely to be between 16 to 18 million unless net inward migration, 
greater than 50 , 000 to 70,000 per annum takes place during the period 
1980 to 2000 AD. This estimate is less than previous estima tes which 
Ii 
ranged from 19 to 20 million and assumed a net immigration of 50,000 
per annum coupled with a constant growth rate of 1 per cent per annum. 
Internal migration continues toward urban areas a t the expense 
of rural areas with overall discernabl e movement paths northward from 
southern states, and westward from eastern states. This trend is 
likely to continue in pursuit of job opportunities. 
The level of unemployment is relatively hi gh and this is 
likely to continue into the foreseeable future. This is due to thre e 
main causes: i.e., 
~ genera l decline in total productivity as a result of weakening 
markets, particularly local markets, and extreme caution in the 
investment market. Available disposable income tends to be 
spent on essential commodity items which further weakens 
manufacturing and retail markets; 
iv 
high labour costs resulting in the increasing use of time and 
labour-saving technology, particularly electronic computing 
equipmen t; 
the annual addition of young school leavers into the labour pool 
which is not offset by the increasing te~dency toward employing 
expe rienced pa r t - t ime married ~vomen. 
There is an observed decline in the number of technical and 
skilled workers in the labour force and these numbers are not being 
replaced by immigrants or apprentices , due to economic improvements in 
Eu rope and depressed local markets offering apprenticeships in Australia. 
Serious workforce imbalances can be expected in the future. 
There are no dramatic developments expected in rel'ation to new ' 
technology, however considerable developments could occur in the re-
finement of existing technology, both in civil and military research and 
development, and this could impact on unemployment rates. 
The competition for land space by competing interests will continue 
and intensify in the future and balanced strategies \vill need to be 
developed in the national interest. Assessments have been made of 
potential land suitable for future increases in agricultural development 
and primary food production, particularly from dryland areas, and this 
undeveloped land could supply three to four times the existing Australian 
population or alternatively provide a further excess of food products for 
export . There are long-term reserves of fertiliser available to Australia 
to ach "eve this, however, climate and especially rainfall in these 
potent"al areas are the limiting factors. About half of the usable rain-
fall in this continent is unavailable as a potential resource because it 
occurs in the northern coastal areas at considerable distances from the 
assessed areas of potential development. 
-.-~ -------~ 
v 
The principal limiting factor in the future, if the 
-development of Australia continues along present lines, is the local 
and world-wide depletion of essential non-renewable resources, 
principally liquid fuels . The structuring of society around this 
technology has provided a rapid expansion of grow th since World ~var 
II; however , with limitations on future cheap supplies considerable 
readjustment becomes necessary. With increasing costs of liquid fuels, 
alternative energy sources and energy conservation become increasingly 
critical issues in the future. Australia has coniiderable reserves of 
coal and high grade uranium and the export of these minerals is likely 
to increase in the years ahead . The extraction of fuels from 
relatively unexploited oil shales will need to ' be examined very care-
fully in the future. 
Changes in social attitudes are perceived and these may adjust 
in time to Australia ' s changing circumst,ances. There is likely to be 
an increase in leisure-time/unemployment due to an increase in 
automation and mechanisation, resulting in various levels of frustration 
during what could be a lengthy transition period in Australian history. 
This also appears to be a world-wide problem, and could lead to a 
widespread expression of dissatisfaction. 
Civil infrastructure support to national defence and to the 
dependants of servicemen (military families) pose special problems for 
the location of defence facilities throughout Australia which require 
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rr 1 1 , ~ I CHAPTE R 1 ! I TRODUCTION ~ 
1.1 Introduction 
During 1978 it was decided within the Defence Facilities Division, 
Department of Defence, that an overview of presently discernable trends, 
as perceived by various Commonwealth Government authorities, would provide 
a useful basis on which to plan the future iocation/re-location of Defence 
facilities throughout Australia. This project is intended to be a 
synthesis of these trends and projections as requested from and supplied 
by Commonwealth Government Departments, Commissions, Bureaux and other 
Agencies ! for the purpose of developing scenarios affecting a wide range of 
Defence and Defence Facilities activities. 
The rationale in selecting the location of future Defence 
facilities centres around the following main criteria; that they should 
satisfy strategic and operational needs; that they be within or adjacent 
to a region capable of providing the necessary logistic and technical 
infrastructure support, and wher~ concentrations of Service personnel and 
dependants are involved that they provide for social, educational and 
other needs oy fitting harmoniously into the human and economic 
environments of the host communities. This paper does not examine the 
first of these criteria, only touches on the second, and concentrates on 
! 
the last . I 
It was felt that the size, nature, composition and disposition of 
the Australian population should be examined first and in some depth in 
order to extract social and other implications likely to influence Defence 
Facilities Divisional activities . 
The Australian economy which is intimately interwoven into our 
daily living, is the most controversial and difficult part of this study 
to consider . In spite of official reluctance to indulge ,in economic fore-
casting its effects could not be ignored In such a synthesis and an 






















many factors , the integ r a ted effects of which, a re not prope rly understood. 
Howev r, the more 0bvious are those derived from changes in Government 
policies and reflected in the total impact on society, communities, and 
groups within society. 
Socio-economic aspects have been examined from data and trends 
obtained from a variety of sources, and although they are not comprehensive 
they reflect the nature of the Australian society we now live in, and the 
likely changes which can be expected in the future . 
All Commonwealth Government Departments and related authorities 
were approached during the conceptual stage of this project, with an out-
line of the purpose and the objectives, and of any aspect within their 
jurisdiction for which future trends had been examined. The response to 
this request was considerable and a number of Departments have expressed 
continuing interest in this integrative study . Information cont,inued to 
be , r eceived , and all contributions (to mid-November 1978) have been 
examined and woven into the fabric of this study wherever applicable, so 
that it r eflects information and advice available to the Commonwealth 
Government on which to base complex policy decisions . In some instances 
wher e certain aspects have not been sufficiently covered, outside 
assis t ance has been sou ght , principally from academic institutions. 
It had been intended that this report be structured around a time-
series analysis using a modified Computer Aided Program for Time-series 
Analysis and the Identification of Noisy Systems (CAPTAIN) packaged 
program, in conjunction with the Centre for Resource and Environmental 
Studies (CRES), Australian National University. However, the data set 
proved to be insufficient for such treatment as the most useful statistics 
began to appear from the early 1960s onward providing at best about 
sixteen annual data points . This serious shortcoming resulted in the 
abandonment of th e original approach in favour of the present form; it 
still , however , suffers from the unavailability of sufficient adequate 
data . It is almost as if a modern Australian renaiss ance occurred about 
1960 . 
~ 
L-~II ______________________________________________________ ~~~~ 
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CHAPTER 2 
AUSTRALIAN POPULATION DYNAMICS 
2 . 1 Population Growth 
The rate of growth of the Australian population has been 
slO\.Jing dmm since the early 1970s taking three and a half years to 
October 1971 to grow from 12 million to 13 million, but five years to 
January 1977 to add the next million . The annual growth rate has 
fallen from 1.9 per cent in 1966/71 to 1.2 per cent in 1971/76. 
Low birth rates had been more than offset by immigration until 
the 1970s , however, a further decline in the birth rate combined with 
lower levels of immigration (Table 2 . 1) produced a substantial decline 
in the overall population growth rate. 
The age-sex pyramid (Figure 2.la) shows an almost slab-sided 
pattern below · the age of 30 years, reflecting where the decline in 
the growth rate is effectively seen (compare with Figure 2.lb and 
App endix I) . The Australian population is slowly aging and the median 
population age has increased from 26.8 years to 28.3 years over the 
same period (1971-1977) . 
Consequences flowing from these natural events are a relative 
contrac't ion in the future number of people of working age as well as 
a relative increase in the number of the elderly, particularly women, 
and a decrease in the proportion of young dependants . Attitudes 
within the community '>.Jill tend to become more conservative with time. 
The 1976 census showed the Australian population to be about 
13 . 9 million , most of whom lived along the coastal fringe, with some 
8 . 5 million living in the mainland State capitals. The conurbations 
of Sydney and Melbourne account for about 6 .5 million of these. The 
population structures of urban areas vis a vis rural areas are shown 





TABLE 2 .1 




























































Cyprus, Israel, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey and the United Arab Republic. Small numbers of 
arrivals from Other Middle Eastern countries have not been included. 
Source: Australian Population and Immi gration Council - Population Report 1, Canberra 1977. 








FIGURE 2 . 1a 
AUSTRALIA : AGE - SEX PROFILE ENUMERATED POPULATION 
1976 CENSUS Age 










50 . 54 
r45 .49-
4 
I 40 . 44
1 
t 
35 . 39 
30 . 34 
I 
f 25 . 291 
~20 . 2j 
f1 5.191 
~ 10 . 1~ 
5.9 I 
0.4 
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 1 2 3 4 5 
PERSONS ( 100,000) 
Note : Based on the population enumerated at the Census of 30 June 1976, 
provisionally adjusted in the light of indicators of t he effects of 
underenumeration al1d misstatements of ages . 
Source : Australian Population and Immigration Council··· 
Population Revort 1 , Canberra, 1977 . 
FIGURE 2 .1b 
AGE DISTRIBUTION - CHILD DEPENDENCY , 1966 
Male Female 
Percentage distribution in age group 
Sweden 
Age 
Source; Borrie, ~v,D . T e Cl 'O th and COrItY'Ol of ;';OJ:1ld 












FIGURE 2 . 2 
AGGREGATE OF COLLECTION DISTRICTS 1976 CENSUS 
A US TRJ..L IA , MAJOR URBAN 
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FIGURE 2.5 
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The growth in mineral exploitation since the 1960s in both 
Queensland (refer also to page 22), and Western Australia by 1976 resulted 
in these two states having between them a total of 23 per cent of the 
Australian population ; about 2 million in Queensland and about 1 million 
in Western Australia . In the five years to 1976, the population of these 
two states grew to an average annual rate in excess of 2 per cent whereas 
the national annual average had something less than 1.5 per cent. 
Average annual population growth rates of the other Australian 
states in the five years to 1976 were somewhat lower, Tasmania less than 
1 per cent , New South Wales and Victoria about 1 per cent, and South 
Australia 1.25 per cent . These statistics reflect the respective 
population dynamics; most immigrants settling in New South Wales and 
Victoria, with internal net migration to Western Australia and Queensland 
(Figure 2 . 6) , from New South Wales, and Victoria. There is also a drift 
from Tasmania to the mainland . 
2 . 2 Deaths 
Table 2 . 2 shows that the number of deaths has remained stable 
from 1971 to 1975 and that the preliminary figures for 1976 fit into this 
stable level. Since the early 1960s there has been a marginal increase 
in life expectancy , and the rate of infant deaths has continued to 
decline, falling below 1.5 per cent of live births for the first time in 
1975 . 
2.3 Births 
Declining birth rates are most marked among those women already 
having two or more children , indicating a trend away from large families. 
It would appear that this is due mainly to a reduclion in completed 
family size and not necessarily to a temporary deferment of child-bearing . 
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FIGURE 2 . 6 
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Source : Austra lian Population and Immi gration Council - Population 




2 . 4 Natural Increase 
Since 1971 there has been a steady de c rease in the number of 
registered births whereas the number of registered deaths has remained 
relatively constant . The net effect of this (Tables 2.2 and 2.3) has 
been a steady decline in the natural increase. 
2 . 5 Harriage 
Marriage is clearly related to childbirth so that the declining 
rates of marriage in Australia between 1971 lli1d 1975 correlate with the 
declining birth rate, over the same period . In 1976 the preliminary 
estimate of marriages shows a sudden sharp increase, whilst the 
preliminary estimate for births reflects a continuation of the previous 
decline . The Family Law Act of 1975 has undoubtedly been responsible 
for the 36 per cent increase in divorces between 1974 and 1975, and 
consequently through remarriage the increase in registered marriages 
of 5.7 per cent between 1975 and the preliminary estimate for 1976. 
The divorce rate between 1975 and the preliminary estimate of 1976 has 
increased a further 138.7 per cent and it can be expected that until 
the effects of the Family Law Act of 1975 have stabilised the marriage 
rate, it will continue to increase before reflecting the previous 
downward trend. These remarriages could influence the birth rate ; 
however, this effect is likely to be minimal as many of the women 
involved will already have had one or more children. Registered 
births from nonmarried unions are added into the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics (ABS) census data and although the number of such unions is 
unknown, their effect on the percentage marriage rate is likely to be 
minimal . 







TABLE 2 . 3 
AUSTRALIA ' S POPULATION, 1971- 76 
Popu1ation* (' 000) 
Net 
Natural increase migration ga in Incr ease At end of period 
165,712 84,605 250.3 13,080.4 
155,209 27,846 183.1 13,263.5 
136,848 40,418 177.3 13,440.7 
129,344 87 , 121 216.5 13,657 . 2 
123,991 8,125 115 .9 13,773 . 1 
Rate of growth 
per cent 
1 . 95 
1.40 
1.34 
1 . 61 
0 . 85 
1976p 115,133 39,479 154 . 6 13,991.2 1 . 11 
p = preliminary 
* 
The population figures are subject to revision. 1971-75 population was derived by adding total 
increase in year to population at end of previous year based on adjusted 1971 Census 
population . In 1976 the Australian Bureau of Statistics varied the calculation of net migration 
gain to exclude international movements less than one year in duration. The figu re for end 
1976 population takes account of this change, as well as 1976 Census results. 
Source: Australian Popu1atio~ and Immigration Council - Population Report 1, Canberra, 1977. 





W. C. Hentworth, MP, in a paper delivered at the 48th ANZAAS 
Congress in 1elbourne during August 1977 made the observation that 
there has been since 1961 a decline in the fertility of Australian 
married women which he relates to the introduction of oral contraceptives 
as well as changing attitudes t oward abortion. This decline he maintains 
continues and he estimates that it is currently below a net re-
production rate (NRR) of 1 . 74 ( t he Supplementary Report of the 
ational Popula t ion Inquiry [ 19 78 ] p . 35, calculates the Australian 
NRR = approximately 1 . 4 for 1971) , predicting that, in the absence of 
substantial immigration , the current natural increase (about 110,000 
p . a . ) is likely to decrease progressively until it approaches zero at 
around 1990 with subsequent nega t ive population growth . 
2 . 7 Immigration and Emigration 
II 
Ii Ii Migration into Australia (Figure 2.7) has been declining since 
1971 at a rate even faster than the declining birth rate. Of equal 
significance is the changing ethnic composition of new arrivals 
intending to reside permanently as can be seen in Table 2 . 1. The 
rapid decline in percentage of immigrants from United Kingdom and 
Ireland (traditionally the main sources) as well as from other European 
countries has been balanced by the relative increases of immigrants 
from }1iddle East and Asian countries. The total number of immigrants 
continues to decrease ~vhilst Government policy (1978) is attempting to 
stabilise intake at around 75 , 000 per year for the present and short 
I term future, although this figure may not be achieved. 
An increasing number of ' boat people' (about fourteen thousand 
during the three and a half years to 'October 1978), are bypassing 
immigration check points set up in Asia and continue to arrive un-













far reaching ; Australia cannot be seen on the international forum to be 
actively deflecting refugees to other countries, particularly those 
with existing high population levels and small land areas, and in many 
cases enjoying much lower living standards than Australia. A statement 
attributed to the Vietnam government early in 1979 suggests that future 
migration by ' boat people ' will be discouraged . . The conflict between 
them and Vietnam may, however, impinge on this. It is likely that this 
immigration ~rend will extend to 'refugees' from numerous Asian 
countries if they are sufficiently motivated by internal upheaval in 
their homeland to consider this action necessary. 
To stabilise total immigration at around 75,000 per year could 
mean corresponding reductions in the percentage intake of immigrants 
from one time traditional sources to accommodate Asian refugees who have 
no homeland to return to. 
The decline in the total number of both skilled immigrants into 
Austrplia since 1971 as well as unskilled has resulted in a general 
decline in the number of settlers of working age. Up to 1971 the 
migrant contribution to the labour force was in excess of 46,000, 
however, this had declined to only 2,600 by 1975. Economic and social 
conditions have improved in Europe during recent years, so that younger 
workers ar less motivated to emigrate. There has been a steady 
increase however, in the number of migrant family reunions ivithin 
Australia in recent years. 
2 . 7 Int rnal Migration 
Between the years 1966 and 1971, about 40 per cent of the 
Australian population changed residence location, although most of 
this has been only local in nature. The greatest concentration of 
population in Australia is in ew South Wales and Victoria, which 
forms the main reservoir for internal migration to other states. Sydney 
and Melbourne are the principal donor centres in this respect. 
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FIGURE 2 . 7 
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The migration routes (Figure 2.6) lead north and west, with 
movement north from Tasmania to the mainland, from Victoria and New 
South Wales to the Australian Capital Territory and Queensland , and 
west from Victoria and New South Wales through South Australia to 
: 
Hestern Australia . Movement within states generally conforms to the 
established pattern; from areas of rural settlement into urban areas, 
and from towns and small cities into larger urban areas and conurbations 
close to the coast. 
Between the two intercensal periods 1966/71 and 1971/76 there 
has been a discernable redistribution of g rowth between metropolitan 
and non-metropolitan areas as well as a more balapced pattern of 
! 
population distribution between the non-metropolitan regions themselves. 
I·.·~ 
I The annual population growth rate in metropolitan areas declined from 
2.5 per cent in 1966/71 to 1.3 per cent in 1971/76 whereas in the 
corresponding periods the non-metropolitan population growth rate 
percentages increased from 0.7 per cent to 1.1 per cent . 
Ii 
The Australian Bureau of Census and Statistics has defined 
forty-nine non-metropolitan 'homo geneous regions characterised by 
identifiable social and economic links between inhabitants and the 
economic units within the region, under the unifying influence of one 
or more major towns and cities'. These regions are sho\m on Map 2.1. 
About two-thirds of these regions have increased their growth 
rates during the period 1966/71 to 1971/76. (Table 2 . 4) ; however, of the 
eleven regions with growth rates exceeding the 1966/71 national avera ge 
of 1.9 per cent, only three (11, 23 and 26) have maintained this trend 
II 
I 
to 1976. Of the sixteen regions with negative growth rates in 1966/71 























MAP 2 . 1 
REGIONAL POPULATION GRo\.JTH AUSTRALIA 1971-1976 
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lodifi d from Departmen t of Environment , Housing and Community 
Developm~nt - Re9iOlZrll Population Gl'O th TpenJs in Au tl'alia betIJeen 
1 6e - 'll l~l, Z 1:J71 - '(0 , Canberra , 1977. 
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Seven regions showed a decline in their gro\vth performance in 
1976 relative to AustrAlia, four in Western Australia and one in each 
of Tasmania, Queensland and South Australia. Six of these re gions rely 
for their main economic base on the exploitation of natural resourc es 
(mining), and the decline appears to have been btought about by a 
transfer of operations from the developmental phase to the production 
phase. The Tasmanian region has been the least affected because its 
economic base is more diversified. 
Despite a slowing down in the national population growth rate 
(by 0 . 7 per cent) most of the forty-nine regions in Australia maintained 
trends toward population growth increase, or a slowing down of, or 
reversal of, downward trends in population growth. This has been due 
in the main to shifts in internal migration patterns and the increased 
rate of internal migration between regions in pursuit of employment or 
retir ment needs from less advantageous regions. 
Following earlier work by EHCD (Au gust 1977), seven categories 
(Al-E) of the 1971/76 regional population growth rates are compared 
,""ith grOlvth rates for the same regions in the period 1966/71 (Table 2 . 4). 
These categories are: 
Al Regions with a positive (1971/7@ growth rate which has increased 
since 1966/71 and is greater than the national average (1.2 
per cent) in 1971/76. 
A2 Regions with a positive growth rate which has increased since 
1966/71 and is less than the national average in 1971/76. 
A3 Regions with a positive growth rate which has decreased since 
1966/71 but is still greater than the national average in 
1971/76 
B2 Regions with a positive growth rate which has decreased since 
1966/71 and is less than the national average in 1971/76. 
2 L 
TABLE 2.1: 
AVlJ:':;GE l\i'dWAL POPULATI ON GROIHH RATE : 
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C Regions with a negative growth rate which has increased Slnce 
1966/71 . 
D Regions with a negative growth rate which has decreased since 
1966/71 . 
E Regions with a negative growth rate \vhich has 'remained static 
since 1966/71. 
Table 2 . 4 relates the growth performance of these forty-nine 
regions, one to another, through their respective 1966/71 to 1971/76 
growth rates and social and economic factors as defined by , the ABS. 
The majority of the regions show so.me increase in their growth 
performance relative to that of Australia, however, what is of more 
concern in this paper is the relative merits of one region against that 
of another region . 
In this context, although it would appear that regions in the 
Category Al would provide the necessary civil infrastructure to support 
the ,possible location of Defence facilities (providing a firm social 
and economic base both for the Defence activity and for the service 
families involved) this may not always hold. For i~stance retirement 
and increasing tourism appears to be the motivating force behind the 
expansion of the following regions: 
Richmond Tweed (1) 
Hid , orth Coast (10) 
South Eastern (8) 
Moreton (23) 
[ackay (26) 
Far orth (28) 
On the other hand the re gions of East Central ( 22), Outer 
Adelaide (35), South West (40) and the Balance of I11awarra (11) h a ve 
evolved from metropolitan expansion , whilst Lodden-Campaspe (17), 
North Eas t rn (20) and lurra;7 (5), have expanded from tert ia r y 
23 
activities . Recent buoyancy in sugar cane production has provided 
stimulus to the expansion of Hide Bay-Burnett (24), v.'here(ls the petroleum 
industry (coupled with expanded tertiary services) has provided the 
necessary stimulus for East Gippsland (19). 
Six regions are associated with the mining of natural resources; 
these are Fitzroy (25), North Hes t (29), Northern (38), Central (43), 
Pilbara (44) and Kimberley (45) . After initial construction and 
development activity these regions are into their production phase . 
Fitzroy, C ntral and Pilbara regions were also centres of the mining 
booms during the late 1960s . 
The mining of mineral resources, and a significant rural sector, 
is responsible for the growth of regions such as North West (29), 
Northern (38) and Kimberley (45), \vhereas towns like Mount Gambier, 
Bathurst/Orange , Wagga-Wagga, Ballarat, Toowoomba and Launceston, have 
an administrative function which influences the growth of their respective 
regions. 
The growth performances of regions relying principally on 
manufacturing or rural economic bases have not been outstanding, resulting 
in a general drift of people to a variety of urban locations. 
Looking at the geographic population structure (Figures 2.8 to 
2 . 15) on a State by State basis, the fastest growin g New South Wales 
Local Government Areas (LGAs) are concentrated in the eastern half of 
the State with nodes of rapidly growing LGAs in the North Coast - New 
England area and in the South Coast - South East area . There are 
limited nodes of growth near Albury, Bathurst/Orange, Dubbo and Wagga-
Wagga . These areas together account for about 90 per cent of all non-
metropolitan growth and \vithin these areas, the coastal LGAs along the 
north and south coasts account for about 60 per cent of this g rowth. 
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In contrast to this coastal non-metropolitan growth, there is 
inland growth, westward from Albury along the }furray River, westward 
from Wagga-Wagga into the Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area (MIA) and 
around the line Goulburn, Dubbo and Bathurst/Orange. }Iuch of the 
growth around large rural to\ffiS has been at the expense of the 
surrounding rural shires . 
In summary then , migration to coastal LGAs has been somewhat 
-
higher than migration to inland LGAs , although in some cases these 
latter LGAs form a part of a larger regional area experiencing 
population growth . 
In Victoria the situation is somewhat the reverse in that very 
little of the non-metropolitan growth is taking place along the coast 
(12 per cent) . The most rapidly growing areas are clustered in two 
inland areas , one centred near Wodonga and the other within the area 
bounded by Ballarat , Bendigo and the north-west periphery of Melbourne. 
A small area of growth is located near Bairnsdale and there are also 
two main growth corridors, one from Camperdown to Wodonga and the other 
from ~illryborough along the Murray River. In the Western Districts 
population decline has been in evidence for some years. 
Inland areas in Victoria have had the largest growth performance 
in recent years , with redistribution taking place to the central and 
north eastern LGAs . 
Once again , highlighting population preferences in Australia 
toward coastal locations , more than 80 per cent of the non-metropolitan 
population gro\vth in Queensland in recent years has taken place along 
the coastline, and about 35 per cent of this growth took place in the 
Sunshine and Gold Coast areas . Inland growth has taken place from 
behind Gladstone to Mackay and around Toowoomba. The south-west area 
of Queensland has remained fairly static in growth terms. 
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In South Australia there is a more balanced pattern of growth 
following the existing regional distribution of economic activities 
and population . About half of the recent g rowth has been coastal and 
the remainder concentrated in inland areas . The main centres of 
growth have been the Green and the Iron Triangles, the Eyre Peninsula, 
the periphery of Adelaide and a corridor along the Stuart Highway from 
the Barossa Valley to the Riverlands . The rate of grow th decreases ' 
away from and between these gr owth centres . The Yorke Peninsula is 
steadily losing population . 
Non- metropol itan growth in Western Australia has been greatest 
along the coast (80 per cent) . Three growth areas are apparent, the 
north-west coastal area (Broome , Port Hedland) accounted for about 
28 per cent , the south-west coastal area (Bunbury, Busselton and 
Mandurah) about 27 per cent , and the central west coast area (Perth to 
Geraldton) about 22 per cent . Some growth has taken place around 
Esperance, Albany and in the Eastern Goldfields areas. LGAs in the 
centre of the State as well as the south-west agricultural areas have 
suffered a general decline . There is a similar g rowth pattern in 
Western Australia to that of Queensland, except that the coastal 
growth has been around three main nod es \vith large areas of rural 
decline . 
Gro\vth in Tasmania has tended to cluster in the mid-north area, 
the Launceston area , the mid-east coast and the growth corridor between 
Hobart and Launceston . The northern area of Tasmania has attributed 
86 per cent of the total non-metropolit dn growth with pockets of 
declining population in the north-east and north-\vest coastal areas 
and in the south-west of the State . 
Table 2.5 summarised aspec ts of tertiary activity in eleven 
of the major Australian t o\Vns having growth rates (1974 -7 6) greater than 
the national average against which th e preceding analysis can be wei ghed. 
TABLE 2 . 5 
RELATIVE GROhTTH OF SELECTED CE1\TTfRES 
I-Jagga Quean - A1bury/ Bathurst/ 
* h1agga bcyan hTodonga Dubbo Toowoomba Tarmvorth Bendigo Orange Shepparton Armida1e 
Growth rate % p . a . 3 .7 3 . 3 3 . 2 2 . 4 2 . 2 2 . 1 2 .0 1 .8 1 . 8 1 . 7 
rbnu fa c turing 
1969-70 1253 491 2230 778 3409 1191 3718 3461 1412 259 
Employmcn t 1973-74 1458 878 3490 852 3456 .1308 3981 4333 2008 286 
Ko . of new jobs 205 387 1260 74 47 117 263 872 596 27 
Hospitals 1968-69 340 118 313 231 482 330 761 388 344 182 
Paid staff 1973-74 529 155 612 346 558 447 986 648 510 236 
Increase 189 37 299 115 76 117 225 260 166 54 
CAE full- time 
enrolment 1971 400 0 0 0 281 0 472 660 99 na 
C\E full -time 
nrolment 1976 1443 0 0 0 1512 0 1461 1563 89 913 
7( Agricultural College 
rlodified from Department of Environment, Housing and Community Development, Regional Population GY'owth TY'ends l..-n 
AustY'alia between 1966- 67 w1d 1971/76 , Canberra, 1977 . 
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2.8 F.uture Australian Population Size 
Several projections have been attempt e d for the likely size 
of the Australian population a t various future times to the -year 
2005 AD, and these are shown in Tables 2.6 and 2.7, to ge ther with 
a simple regression graph of the declining percentage changes 
(Figure 2 . 16) . The models from which these projections are derived 
reflect the declining population growth rate as interpreted from 
current data (1976) by the respective analysts. 
TABLE 2 . 6 








With no net overseas immigration 
(millions) 
NPI 'Preferred ' * ABS 1976 
13 . 5 13 . 6 
14 . 0 14 . 1 
14 . 5 14 . 7 
15 . 0 15 . 2 
15 . 5 15 . 7 
15.9 16 . 1 
* Bas year = 1973 
Hi th n e t ove rscas i~lmi gr :l tion 
of 50,000 (millions) 





16.9 1 6 .9 
17.6 17.7 
Source: ABS 1976 . Projections of the Population o f Australia 1977 
t o 2001. Ref . No . 4.l3. 
NPI (1975 : 281) 
From National Population Inquiry, Population and Australia - Recent 
'Demographic Tr ends and their Impli ations , Canberra , 19 78 . 
Note : Compar with Table 2 .7 . 
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THE EMPLOYME T SITUATION 
3 . 1 Employment 
In rece nt years there has been a change in the overall state of 
the Australian labour market (refer to Appendices II Clnd III). From 
\vorld War II up to June 1974 there was almost full employment, with 
only brief and infrequent periods when unemp loyment levels exceeded 2 
per cent . This situation is unlikely to be attained again. There will 
be a la g in labour demand by employers following any i mprovemen t in the 
* general economy , and this can be attributed to the following factors: 
the current under-utilisation of the existing labour 
pool (for example , in April 1977 down 1.6 per cent on June 
1974); 
the unknown level of total labour pool under-utilisation due 
to -
a) unregistered discouraged unemployed; and 
b) temporary movement to higher educational levels in 
avoidance of unemployment; 
imbalances in the skilled/professional labour pool and the 
domestic shortage of workers with critical skills , (there is 
little short-term hope of relief by \Vay of skilled immigration 
into Australia); 
the dynamic demand within the structure and levels of 
occupations and skills in consequence of changing government 
policies, technological shifts and patterns of consumption; 
the stockpile of some manufactured goods is higher than 
market demand and it can be expected that employmen t grm.Jth 
* Source : Department of Employment and Industrial Relations , ' Employmen t 
Prospects by Industry and Occupation - July 1977'. 
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rates will decline further in these industries and in other 
dependant industries before the need to re-employ is reached; 
a generally depressed level of consumer demand almost limited to 
essentials from which it will take some time to readjust; 
increases in overtime worked, until it becomes apparent that 
a continuously improving market trend has been established. 
.J.. 
The pattern of labour supply is governed by different factor~ 
\vhich include: 
the social infrastructure; 
aspirations, individual career decisions and the community 
attitudes to certain types of work; 
the opportunity for regional and occupational mobility; and 
the nature of the education and training system in relation 
to job vacancies . 
Unemploy ent between sexes, age groups and localities is 
evident within the labour market as evidenced by the incidence of 
unemployed juniors, females and non-metropolitan residents. 
\ ith about \ million school leavers moving into the labour 
pool each yea r throughout Australia the long term labour market 
problem in relation to the high unemployment rate among juniors is 
annually exacerbated . Employers sho\v a continuing preference to employ 
married women because they generally refle ct a lower investment in terms 
o trainin g and experience as \vell as financial. This trend has resulted 
in an increase in part-time employ ent for females Hhich has grmm through-
out the seventies at an average annual rate of about 6 per cent . 
The education sJste over the past twen t y -five yea rs has made 
significant changes, with increases in diversion from trade type courses 
* Source: Department of Employment and Industrial Relations , 'Employment 
Prospects by Industry and Occupation - July 1977'. 
to high school-type education, and an increase in school retention rates. 
This has had the effect of reducing the resources of trade skills in 
satisfaction of the labour market needs and the diversion of the 
potential labour market away from reality thus increasing the imbalance 
and mismatch between the pattern of labour demand and the products from 
educational institutions . The present depressed local markets offer 
fewer apprenticeships thus perpetuating problems which will intensify 
in the future . The lower rate of skilled irr~igration has dropped close 
to zero because it has become increasingly difficult to attract suitable 
skilled labour from traditional United Kingdom and European sources. 
The future shortage of particular skilled labour iri Australia is 
apparent . 
The recent upsurge in new labour-saving techno1ogy is incredsing 
at a rapid rate, particularly in small computer operations within 
retailing, banking and insurance companies and this has increased un-
employment. The August 1978 employment participation rate is shown in 
Table 3 . 2. 
The above indicators show that present structural labour market 
problems have become acute during the seventies and are likely to 
continue in this trend for some years to come. 
The labour market imbalances both between occupations and 
between locations and the demand for labour are significant because the 
determinants for each are quite different and are masked by imperfect 
market adjustment mechanisms. This results in an excess availability of 
certain labour skills in one place, existing alongside a shortage of 
other types of labour skills, whilst the reverse situation may exist in 
another distant location. 
Past, present and future employment prospects by industry and 
by occupation are indicated in Appendices II and III. 
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3.2 Unemployment 
The ABS (Canberra) Labour Force Bulletins - Catalogue 6202.0 -
for 1978 define unemployed persons as those persons 'aged 15 years and 
over who wer not employed during the survey week (from the 6th to the 
12th of each month), and -
a) had actively looked for full-time or part-time work at any time 
in the four weeks up to the end of the survey week, and -
i) were available for work in the survey week, or would have 
been available except for temporary illness (i.e., lasting 
for l ess than four weeks to the end of the survey week); 
or 
ii) were waiting to start a new job within four weeks from the 
end of the survey week and would have started in the survey 
week if the job had been available then; or 
b) were waiting to be called back to a full-time or part-time job 
from which they had been stood down without pay for less than 
four weeks up to the end of the survey week (including the 
whole of t he survey week) for reasons other than bad weather 
or plant breakdown '. 
The unemploym nt rate is calculated as 'the number unemployed expressed 
as a percentage of the labour force (i . e., employed plus unemployed)', 
and the labour force comprises all persons who were employed or unemployed 
(as defined) during the survey week. 
The scope of the monthly survey 'includes all persons aged 
15 years and over, except : 
a) members of the permanent defence forces; 
b) c rtain diplomatic personnel of overseas governments , customarily 
excluded from census and estimated populations; 
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c) non-Australians on tour or holiday in Australia; and 
d) members of non-Australian defence forces (and their dependants) 
stationed in Australia . ' 
Tables 3 . 1, 3 . 2, 3 . 3a and 3 . 3b, analyse the total employment and 
unemployment situation in Australia and it can be seen that the un-
employment rate to August 1978 is 6 . 2 per cent and the employment 
participation rate 60.7 per cent. It is significant that the unemploy-
ment rate of young persons (15-19 years) has increased in the twelve 
months to April 1978 from 8 . 3 per cent of total unemployed, to 11.6 per 
cent. The overall unemployment situation is not expected to improve 
dramatically in the foreseeable future particularly in view of current 
depressed consumer demand , increasing automation and the continuing 
annual addition of school leavers to the workforce. 
3 . 3 Early Retirement 
Early retirement has been put forward as a concept to open up 
employment opportunities and reduce the number of unemployed, ho\vever, 
the implementation of this concept depends upon political judgments, 
particularly within the Federal Parliament which generally takes the 
lead in such industrial matters. A Parliamentnry Bill concerning 
'Mana gemen t Initiated Retirement and Voluntary Early Retirement', 
affecting Commonwealth Government employees is presently before the 
House for consideration, and it could be debated during the Autumn 
1979 session of Federal Parliament. 
It is likely that the extension of this concept throughout the 
various sectors of industry generally, could impose social costs as 
well as financial costs which may be too great for society to bear. 
This may influence the debate and resolve the issue one way or another 
during 1979 . 
TABLE 3 . 3a 
~B1PLOYED PERSONS , AUGUST 1978 
Number ( ' 000) Unemp loymen t rate (per cent) 
~1a 1 es Females Persons Ha le Fem31es Persons 
LO OK ING FOR FULL - TIHE 1,;rO RK 
Total 206~9 125 . 1 332 .1 5 . 4 8 .3 6 . 2 
Harried 72 . 7 46 .9 119 . 6 2 . 7 5 . 7 3 . 4 
No t married (b) 134 . 2 78 . 3 212 . 5 11 . 9 11 . 2 11 . 6 
Aged 15-19 yea rs 57 . 2 49 . 5 107 . 0 17 .3 17 . 9 17 . 6 
Attending school 5 . 2 * 9 . 6 .t:--
Age d 20- 24 years 44 . 6 32 . 2 76 . 8 9 . 0 9 . 8 9 . 3 Vl 
Aged 25 years and over 104 . 8 43 . 4 148 . 2 3 . 5 4 . 8 3 . 8 
Bo rn in Austral ia 148 . 0 89 . 2 237 . 1 5 . 3 8 . 0 6 . 1 
Born ou t side Aust r alia 59 . 0 35 . 9 94 . 9 5 . 6 8 . 8 6 . 5 
Arrived before 1971 42 . 5 20 . 1 62 . 6 5 . 1 6 .8 5 . 5 
19 71 to 1976 9 . 9 8 . 0 17 . 9 5 . 8 9 . 3 7 . 0 
1977 and 1 978 6 .6 7 . 8 14 . 4 13 . 8 30 . 5 19 . 6 
LOO};'ING FOR PART- TIl"1E h10RK 
To t al 14 . 2 48 .7 62 . 9 6 .5 6 . 1 6 . 2 
Aged 15-19 years 8 . 1 12.5 20 . 6 12 . 3 15 . 2 13 . 9 
Attending school 5 .5 9 . 2 14 . 7 
Aged 20- 24 years .). 5.5 7 . 6 * 8 . 7 8 . 0 "-
Aged 25 years and ove r *- 30 . 6 34 . 7 *- 4 . 7 4 . 5 
* Less than or based on a fi gure less than 4,500 
Sourc e : Austanlian E7-o 'cau of :Jta tis t i cs -, the ~abouY' FOY'ce -, <-Tuly 1978 : Pr elimi nQF'U-, No . 620;; . 0-, Canberra, 1978 . 
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3.4 Public Administration 
One of the principal employers in Australia is the Public 
Service of which there is now effectively eight such services along 
with Commissions, Authorities a nd local government bodies. Represent-
ative of this group is the Australian Public Service which in the 
context of manpower planning has extensively studied the question of 
supply and demand for clerical/administrative/skilled manpower within 
the Service. Dialogue between it and education authorities/institutes 
of learning has taken place for some considerable time to facilitaLe 
national recruitment, development, deployment and utilisation of staff 
into and within the Australian Public Service. 
Effective manpower planning is seen as an integral part of the 
total management process and a basic requiremen t for this planning is 
manpo\ver forecasting . The supply of manpower is in itself much simpler 
to estimate than are accurate forecasts of TIillnpOWer requirements which 
depend nn the changing emphasis of government policies, priorities, 
workload, und productivity as well as changing technolo gy . The reason for 
this is the consistency of estimates available of students moving 
through educational institutions, the numbers of which has levelled out 
considerably in recent years . 
Prediction of both manpower supply and d e mand for the Australian 
Public Service however, is presently more difficult than it has been 
previously, due to the recent abrupt change from a period of relatively 
significant an d rapid growth to one of sharp staff reductions. 
Competition for employment is keen and will continue to be so for some 
considerable time. The impact of this declining recruitment is 
expected to be felt unevenly across designation groups due to respective 
wastage rates . The great est numerical decline in intake is expected to 
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occur in the clerical/administrative group, followed by clerical 
support , artisan and keyboard groups. 
The reduced growth of the Australian Public Service will have an 
impact on the numerical supply of potential recruits from post-secondary 
ed ucational institutions as well as students from a wide range of 
disciplines and graduating from the various levels of the education 
system. It is clear that educational planning should be assessed in the 
light of these implications and be adjusted through constant interchange 
of information between all parties concerned. 
The present Federal Government intention of continuing to reduce 
and limit its employment growth r ate, and a similar intention pursued by 
State Governments will result in fewer employment opportunities and 
greater competition for jobs in the public administration sector for 
some time to come . 
3 . 5 Manufacturing Sector 
Since the September 1974 quarter, employment in the total 
manufacturing sector has steadily deteriorat ed, with employment rates 
declining to about 3 per cent below those of the corresponding quarter 
of 1973 . This downward trend ' is expected to continue for some years to 
come . 
Production levels appear to have remained static during 1978 
under strong and continuous pressures from imports in the overseas 
labour int nsive industries. Depressed consumer demand resulted in 
correspondingly lower production levels . 
The building and construction industry is experiencing a 
continuous recession which inhibits any likely recovery in allied and 
associat d industry sectors . This depressed trend is also expected to 
continue for some years to come . 
Private investment in plant and machinery has fallen since 
the ~~rch 1977 quarter, and is likely to remain at this lower level 
for some years , and then mainly limited to labour-saving or replacemen t 
equipment . This trend is expected to continue until there is a 
market-perceived lasting upsurge in consumer demand. 
It is expected that real non-farm stocks will be gradually run 
down to a minimal level, and that any stock build-up will not contribute 
greatly to industrial growth in the foreseeable future. 
Within the labour supply /labour market imbalances, th ere still 
exists some shortages of skilled labour, particularly in the metal and 
electrical trades. Inexperienced labour especially new workforce 
entrants will continue to have considerable difficulty in obtaining 
employment of any kind, and job competition will be extremely keen. 
The manufacturing sector accounts for about 26 per cent of 
total employment and this is divided into the following categories: 
food , beverages and tobacco 16% 
other machinery and equipment 14% 
transport equipment 12% 
fabricated metal products 9% 
paper , paper products and printing 8% 
basic metal products 7% 
miscellaneous 26% 
3 . 6 Retail Trade 
Employment levels (Figure 3.1a) within this diverse industry 
whoch is constantly affected by seasonal peaks, have risen steadily 
from 1970 to the end of 1973, when it established a plateau which has 
been subsequently maintained . Significant structural change has 
occurred in the industry in recent years due to consumer preferences 
shifting toward the budget end of the market spectrum in order to 
maximise consumption from personal disposabJe income. 
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Trends have n ow become evident in response to increases in 
the cost of overheads a nd ther e has been a shift towa rd the growth of 
part-time and casual s taff at the expense of perman en t staff, and 
wastage is not generally being replaced. Store layout 1S changing 
particularly with resp e ct to display and the centralising of cash 
regis t e rs. Larger self-service stores containing an expand e d range of 
me rchandise (K-Mart and Big W, type) have appeared s as well as large 
speciality stores run on the same principle (i.e., Just Jeans). 
Electronic equipment is increasingly being us e d for more 
effective stock and credit control as well as for general computations. 
This tr e nd saves time and reduces labour costs although it is vulnerable 
to powe r breakdo~ls. Some staff retraining has become necessary so 
that staff can cope with such fundamental changes . 
Depar tmental stores of - the David Jones t ype , which rely 
considerably on personal customer service, are feeling the effects of 
such competition, however, as the market continuously strives for 
eq uilibrium, these also are adopting new strategies. Part of the 
showroom floor space is n ow given over to 'supermart ' retailing, 
particularly for bud ge t clothing and toys . 
Mnny small businesses sharing a similar objective a r e grouping 
t oge t her, and the numb e r of retail co-ope r ative stores for example , is 
increasing in order to reduce overheads and purchase s t ock at bulk 
prices . They often operate ex t ended-hou r s tradin g (using family 
labour) 1n ordc:.r to compete and survive . Those smaller firms whi ch 
try to provide a great e r cus t omer choice by supplementing locally- made 
s t ocks with cheaper imported stocks have little satisfaction from 
importers as quotas are heavily committed to large retail-chain bulk 
purchasers . S11Ch firms have little chance for continuing survival . 
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Regional shopping complexes have been springing up around 
larger population concentrations and these embody the concept of 'one 
stop shopping ' at competitive prices . Supermarket floor space is 
increasing at these complexes as more and more merchandise of all types 
are on display. 
This expansion of buildings and commodity sales outlets does 
not generally, however, result in increased employment . Smaller stores 
located within nearby domestic areas are either closing down or moving 
into these larger shopping complexes . whilst many other marginally 
viable en t erprises have collapsed in recent years. It can be anticipated 
that their ranks will thin even further in the foreseeable future. 
3 . 7 ~1olesale Trade 
Except for the food distribution sector which lS maintaining its 
level of employment , job opportunities (Figure 3.lb), are low and dre 
expected to remain so for some considerable time to come . An increase 
in the automation of warehouses , electronic stock control units and 
sales direct from manufacturers to consumers have contributed to the 
virtual stagnation of this industry . 
3 . 8 Building Industry 
The building and construction industry had, with regular 
fluctuations , maintained a fairly steady employment level until mid-
1975, then , after a brief upsurge declined rapidly through to 1978 . 
This decline appears to be continuing in most sectors, however, if 
inter st rates decline significantly some improvement could be 
anticipated in the private housing and private non-residential sectors. 
If a new equilibrium is reached in the longer term there is likely to 
be shortages among the skilled labour pools as many tradesmen appear to 
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have left th industry permanently during the present recession. Such 
shortages will be difficult to overcome because fewer apprenticeships 
have been offered recently, and the number of skilled immigrants is 
negligible. 
3.9 Mining and Quarrying 
This industry enjoyed a steady increase in overall employment 
rates through the early 1970's which peaked in early 1975 to establish 
a fairly stable plateau. In the coal (fossil energy) mining sector, 
which had shown a slight negative employment growth rate until late 
1973, the demand for labour suddently increased and continued for the 
next three years , to level off eaply in 1977. 
In the mining sector other than coal, the labour demand was 
less intense, reaching a peak in early 1975, and then declined at 
about the same rate. By early 1977 it had established a new level, 
slightly lower than that of the early 1970s, and has maintained this 
level ever since . 
It is expected that mining for coal and for iron and aluminium 
ores \"il] intensify in the years ahead , providing direct employment 
for one or tw thousand workers with proportional increased employment 
in other service industries. 
Tables 3 . 4 to 3.6 show Australian and World reserves, resources, 
production and export figures of selected minerals. 
3 . 10 -Other Tertiary Industries 
The Domestic (Electricity, Gas , Water Supply and Sanitary) 
Services Industry during the 1970s has maintained relatively stable 
employment levels and is expected to continue this trend for some 
time to corne . 
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TABL E 3.4 
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(a) Average of 3 years end d 1976; appare nt consumption figures were 
used in the case of phosphate yock . 
(b) Ag gre gate of resources in deposits found to date; it does not include 
inf orr ed r so urces . 
(c) Recove r abl e . 
(d) It is assumed that half the identi f i e d r esources are re coverable. 
( d) Exc lude Le ucoxene . 
S (I urce : Btl r ,Hl () f 1i ne r a 1 R S a ll r ces (BHR) , .'1 U tY'a l ian fH f1PI'O l [ndus try , 
Vol. 28, 0 .3, p. 63, a nd pp . 79-83; B 1R, AustY'a wn MincY'al 
Tn ,Ill , f y': -~;w' p-u Pr'eli17inory Sumrnry , 1976 
From Centre f or Res ourc e and Environmenta l Studi es , R/w?J , Canberr a , 
1975. 
TABLE 3.5 
WORLD AIID AUSTRALIM~ SELECTED MINERAL RESERVES AND RESOURCES 
Reserves Resources Production 
Commodity Australia World Australia Horld Australia 
million tonnes million tonnes million tonnes 
Black Coal 19,500 532,000 114,300 4,322,000 76 
Brown Coal 12,600 233,000 61,110 1,784,000 29 
Oil 234 91,000 na na 20 
Phosphate (P) 245 1,479 418 6,000 0 . 161 
Uranium 0,312 2,022 na na 
billion cu.metres billion cu . metres billion cu. metres 
Natural Gas 815 72,010 na na 5 
Source : Bureau of Mineral Resources, Australian Mineral Industry , Vol.28, No.3; United States Bureau of 
Mines, Commodity Data Summaries , 1977; OECD , Ura:niwn Resources., Production and Demand , December 
1975; Bureau of Mineral Resources, Petrolewn Newsletter, 64 and 65; Ranger Uranium Environmental 
Enquiry , First Report , pp.60-l 




TABLE 3 . 6 
PRODUCTION A D EXPORTS OF HINERAL PRODUCTS: RELATIVE 
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,', Estimat d . For bauxite, a bauxite/alumina/aluminium ratio 
of 4 5 : 2 :1 and export price of $7 per tonne was used. 
Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, Overseas Trade ; Bureau 
of Mineral Resources, Australian lineral Industry Annual 
Review ; ibid., Austr alian Mineral Industry Quarterly 
Review ; US Bureau of Mines, Commodity Data Summaries ; 
Horld Bureau of fetal Statistics, f/orld Metal Statistics ; 
UN Year Book of International Trade Statistics ; OECD 
Tl 'ade blj Commodities Series C; American Heta1 Harket, 
ietal Statis ic ; Metallgese11schaft, Metal Statistics ; 
various industry sources . 
From Centre for Resource and Environmental Studies, R/WP3 , 
Canbe rra, 1975 . 
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Transport and storage has enjoyed mixed fortun e s during the 
same period. Employment in the air transport sector had remained 
fairly static until the latter part of 1972, risin.g steadily until mid-
1974 when a plateau was reached which was maintained until the end of 
1976 . Sl~ght employment growth had occurred since and is likely to 
continue for some time due to industry initiatives particularly at 
junior staff levels. 
Employment in the road transport sector has been steadily 
declining since the peak of mid-1974, following a slow increase during 
the early 1970~s. This decline is likely to continue during the current 
economic recession but could be expected to show improvement when the 
general level of economic activity improves. 
The rail transport sector employment trend has remained fairly 
stable throughout the 1970s, in contrast to the water transport sector 
which has sho\~ a steady decline during the same period, broken only 
by a temporary upsurge in employment opportunities during the latter 
half of 1974 and the first quarter of 1975. Further decline in 
employment levels can be expected within the maritime transport sector 
in the future, unless overseas freight activity improves substantially. 
Employment ancillary to the transport industry has shown a 
slow increase since the latter part of 1973, interspersed with seasonal 
fluctuations . This trend is expected to continue in the future, 
reflecting the general activity within the transport industry. 
The level of employment in the conrnunications industry during 
the 1970s grew steadily until early 1975, but has declined steadily 
ever since. During the growth period female employment levels 
increased at a much faster rate relative to the nhlle employment levels, 
due to a gr ater availability of job opportunities pr eviously filled by 
males . Reduced trainee intakes, the increasing substitution of 
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permanent emp loy ee overtime for temporary labour, and the recent advent 
of electronic automation within the industry is likely to l ead to 
reducin g em ployment leve ls in the forese eab l e fut ur e . 
In the Finance industry employment levels have shown a 
continual growth during the 1970s with the female gr owth r a te exceeding 
that for males . More job opportunities previously exclusive to males, 
have become available to ' females , and so far as the b anking sector is 
concerned an increasing number of part-time married women a r e being 
~mployed . Electronic computers are havin g a n impact on employmen t, 
particularly in the mid-range clerical areas, and to ge ther with a 
general rational isation of facilities throughout tl1e industry it is 
expec t e d that the d e mand for staff will remain fairly s t able in the 
foreseeable future , even though the range of servic es offer ed to 
customers has expanded considerably . 
Unlike the finance industry , the insurance industry has 
maintained fairly stable employment levels both for males and females , 
a nd it is expec ted that as rationalisa tion occurs employmen t levels are 
likely to decline . 
The employment level within th e real esta t e sector grew 
steadily until mid-1974 when it then declined to a n ew plateau . This 
sector reflects gene r al economic activity particularly in the build ing 
industry and the finance industry. Salesmen have been forced into 
al t e rnative mploymen t and there has been a rationali sa tion of 
ac tivities within larger organisations . Employment levels are expected 
t o r emain statjc for some considerable time to come . 
Allied t o the r eal esta t e sector is the business services 
sector which in spite of a national decline of about 3 per cent in 
employment levels s till has the capacity to absorb some well-qualified 
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graduates and xperienced staff , particularly in the management 
consultant, cost accounting and computer services a r eas. This trend is 
expected to continue as more and more businesses rationalise their 
activities . 
Restaura nts , clubs , hotels and persona l services have maintained 
a fairly static level of employment since the e nd of 1973 and this 
trend is expected to continue in the foreseeable future. The enter-
tainment and recreational services area showed a steady increase in 
employment levels until mid-19 75 reaching a plateau which has since 
persisted . This stable trend is expected to continue for some time to 
come . 
Community services have provided job opportunities with 
steadily rising employment growth levels throughout the 1970s. With 
the exc ption of welfare, charitable services and religious institutions 
(which have sho\vn steadily declining levels of employment) the main 
areas of increase occur in the l ibraries, museums, education, art 
galleries and health services sectors which provid e for high levels of 
femal~ employmen t. It is anticipated that these levels will eventually 
plateau and r main static in the foreseeable future . 
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CHAPTER 4 
OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING FUTURE AUSTRALIAN 
DEVELOPNE TS 
4 . 1 Food Production 
stated : 
Gifford e t ale (1973) at the 45th ANZAAS Congress in Perth 
It is inevitable that continuous population growth 
must cease sometime . Smooth transition to a stable 
population without social disruption is improbable 
in the absence of a long-term population policy . 
Biophysical aspects of current population policy can 
only be responsibly based on what we know now about 
proven technology , resource reserves , consumption 
patterns and the needs for food export. As knowledge 
grows, long-term targets for stable population size 
can shift . In this light the authors review 
information on potential food and water production in 
Australia and relate population policy to it. 
In their review they maintain that the economic response to the 
exploitation of the environment is a function of known technology and 
the vigour of the economy and that the labour growth rate determines 
the equilibrium growth rate of the whole e~onomy . 
In xamining the likely area of land available and suitable for 
dry land agr icultural development , Gifford et al ., considered historic 
predictions from ' Richardson (1947) to Nix (1974)' and selected the most 
thoroughly defined study, soundly based on climatic criterion (the 
ratio of actual evapotranspiration to potential evapotranspiration 
grea ter than 0.4 for thirteen weeks with total incident solar radiation 
- available th rmal energy - greater than 40 kcal/cm2 ) and combined 
with soil and terrain constraints. They selected as the most reasonable, 
Nix ' s (1973, 1974) estimate of 70 x 106 ha maximum . It must be pointed 
out however , that land space competition within certain areas of 
Australia is very great as various competing interests exert their 
claims for ' prime land ' on which to further the ir particular interests. 
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Crop products, mostly cereals, make up about 80 per cent of 
the food energy sold from Australian farms, and 70 per cent of tolal 
food protein. The annual yield of wheat, oats, maize and barley has 
been slowly increasing since the early 1940s . This has in large part 
been due to the introduction of superphosphate, but tl1ese yields have 
not been sustained without regular application, combined witl1 the 
sowing of legume leys . There does not appear to be a technological 
improvement to this method of stable yielding cereal production. Wet land 
agriculture has also shown marked improvement in yields due to improved 
crop and land management in recent years . This is related to the use 
of suitable soil types , the availability of water and adequate sunlight 
(solar radiation) . 
During the last fifty years, phosphate (6-17% P) has been 
applied at the rate of about 7 . 5 kg/ha/year to cultivated pastures of 
which only about 20 per cent is utilised in food production. The main 
sources have been Nauru and Christmas Island, although in recent years 
large deposits of high grade phosphate rock has beeR found in the Gulf 
Country area of Queensland . The present kno\~1 reserves for Australian 
use lS about 245 x 109 kg (P) and at the current average usage rate is 
likely to last between three-hundred and four-hundred years although it 
must be remembered that it is one of those non-renewable resources like 
fossil fuel . 
A considerable amount of fossil fuels is utilised in modern 
food production systems, particularly in Australia where labour costs 
are high and the trend to mechanisation is firmly set. These factors 
have contributed considerably to the urban drift of population from 
rural areas . 
High progressive stocking rates has increased animal grassland 
production from 28 kg/y (animal product dry \Jc ight including wool) per 
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hectare of grazing land to 67 kg (dry weight)/ha.y between 1945 and 
,'e 
1968 and this has been directly related to increasing areas sown to 
pasture, the application of fertiliser , and an increase in the number 
of man-made watering points coupled with improved farm management 
techniques and increased mechanisation. The rate of production 
increase howeve r , has been steadily declining in recent years to a 
stable plat au proportional to the point of diminishing returns. 
Although stocking rates fluctuate from year to year, mostgraziers tend 
to stock below the optimum level for maximising production as a buffer 
against unexpected adverse conditio~s . 
About one fifth of all cattle and sheep (1974) are carried by 
arid ran geland. particularly in the north, and while this does little 
for the maintenance of the native ecology it is nevertheless a land 
resource which could become more productive if sown to 'dry' pasture 
and carefully managed . To date however, there has not been developed, 
either in Australia or overseas, established principles of managing 
sO\m pastures in the tropics . 
The Australian Water Resources Council (1963) estimated that 
the total annual discharge of Australian rivers over the ten major 
drainage divisions to be 344 x 109m3 and various estimates have 
concl ud ed that the total quantity of s urfac e water which could be 
9 3 
available for all purpose use to be about 67 x 10 m /y (Table 4.1) 
distributed approximately as follows; one-third in Tasmania, one-fifth 
in southern Australia, and about half in northern Australia. The 
difficulty however, lS that the excess uncommitted \\1ater is not where 
it could be us ed and would need to be transported to areas of future 
economic development. Table 4 . 1 outlines where the estimated volume 
of uncommitt ed water resources are located. 
* Aus t . CJ3CS, RUllal Indu tries Bulletin 1965-? 1. 
,'t* 




TABLE 4 . 1 
TOTAL AVAILABLE SURFACE HATER RESOURCES, THEIR USE IN IRRIGATION AND FOR DOMESTIC INDUSTRIAL 
AND MUNICIPAL PURPOSES AND ESTll1ATED VOLUME OF UNCOMMITTED t.JATER (1971) 
Estimated* Percentage of 
Irri gated maximum Urban Irrigation Estimated total Australian 
Avail able area irrigab1e requirements requirements uncommitted uncommitted 
water (1971) area (1971) (1971) water water resources 
x 10 9 m 3 x 10 6ha x 10 6ha x 10 9 m3 x 10 9 m3 x 10 9 m3 % 
29 . 6 0.146 3 . 23 0 . 29 1 . 65 27 . 66 53 
23 . 05 1 . 36 1 . 52 1 . 87 11 . 32 9 . 86 19 
14.4 0.009 0 . 10 0 . 07 0 . 1 14 . 23 28 
Aus tro1ia 67.05 
(100 %) 




51 . 75 
(77 %) 
* Es tima t e d by Hai gh (1963) 
** ' No rth ern' and ' so uth e rn' r efer to mainland Australia north and south of 29° respectively, but excluding Tasmani a . 
So ur ce : The Intern ationa l Rice Resea rch Institute, Climate and Crop Pr oductivity in Austr al i a , Los Panos , 




4 . 2 Energy 
The availability, distribution and cost "of energy throughout 
Australia varies from region to region, placing those remoter regions 
at a developmental disadvantage when compared with the existing nodes of 
production/distribution . Consumption from all sources has fo110Hed the 
'developed country ' pattern of continuous increase since Hor1d War II 
and due to its present relative cheapness vis a vis alternative sources 
will continue to increase . It is not intended to explore this energy 
question to any great depth in t h is paper although its critical 
importance is acknowledged in all aspects of our daily living both in 
the present and in the future . Tables 4 . 2 , 4 . 3, 4.4 show the growth 
in Australian energy and fuel demand as well as the projected demand to 
the 1a~e 1980s, both by fuel type and by State (also Figures 4.1 and 
4 . 2) . 
Most opinion today believes that non-renewable energy resources 
should be managed in the k nowledge that each component has finite 
exha ustibility based on its currently known reserves, current consumption 
rates and on world politics and world trade. Future national policies 
have yet to be developed which will balance both Australian consumption 
of energy and the maintenance of living expectations into the long-term 
future . 
The quantity of non-renewable energy (and phosphate) estimated to 
exist in Australia and compared to that of the World, as well as the 
annual Australian production (1976) can be seen from the tables, and it 
can also be seen that Australia is well endowed with coals, uranium and 
phosphate rock , but deficient in liquid fossil ener gy resources; having 
to depend increasingly heavily in the future on oil imports, principally 
from Saudi Arabia and major oil companies located in Singapore. 
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TABLE 4.2 
TOTAL PRIMARY ENERGY DEMAND: 1975-76 TO 19 86- 87 
(JOULES x 10 15 ) 
Year Long Term GDP Growth % p.a. 
4 5 
1975-76 2658.0 2658.0 
1976-77 2864.8 2864.8 
1077-78 2930.7 2930. 7 
1978-79 3099.1 3099.1 
1979-80 3225.4 3225.4 
1980-81 3353.1 3371.5 
1981-82 3481.7 3538.1 
1982-83 3595.3 3692.3 
1983-84 3736.9 3878.5 
1984-85 3887.5 4077.7 
1985-86 4053.2 4296.7 
1986-87 4184.3 4482~8 
Average Energy Growth Rate 4 .08% 4.77% 
Source: Department of National Developmen t, Demand for Primary 
Fuel Australia 1976/66 to 1986/87 , Canberra, 1978. 
TABLE 4.3 
PROJECTED MARKET SHARE AND GROWTH IN INDIVIDUAL 
FUEL DEMAND 
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(a) Demand to 1986-87 based on a long-term CDP growth rate of 












(b) Growth rate from 1968-69 to 1975-76 reflects the commencement 
of production from Bass Strait and Cooper Basin. 
Source: Department of National Development, Demand for Primary 
Fuels Australia 1976/77 to 1986/87 , Canberra, 1978. 
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Western Australia 10.29 13.04 0.83 
Tasmania 2 . 54 2.30 5 . 07 
Northern Territory 1.14 1.28 L7.J9 
Total Primary Fuels 100.00 100.00 
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FIGURE 4 . 2 
CONSUMPTION OF PRIMARY FUELS BY STATE 
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Source : Department of National Development , Demand for 
n"imary Fuels Australia 1976-77 , Canberra , 1978. 
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This places Australia in th e positi o n of a n ~n e r gy ex po rt e r (short to 
medium-term) as well as an importer of liquid fuels/oils. Deposits 
of unexploited oil shale are known to be extensive, although considerable 
research will need to be undertaken before their economic viability can 
be assessed . 
Clearly then, political decisions have to be made in due course 
as to Australia ' s position and role within the International forum. 
4.3 Technology 
The principle fields where technological refinements are most 
likely to show the greatest rate of change in the next twenty years are 
in data storage and retrieval , data processing and information 
dissemination , communications and expanded communications services, and 
to a lesser extent, alternative transport energy sources coupled with 
rationalisations between transport modes. 
The more information society accumulates the greater reliance 
is placed upon its application both to old and to new problems. The 
tool most suited to the integration of this amassed information is the 
computer and all its adjuncts , and more and more use caG be expected 
from this tool , particularly in its desk size models, the costs of 
which are decreasing almost proportional to its increasing versatility. 
Linked closely to computer services is the need to acquire or 
transmit information in some form or another over lon ger and longer 
distances. This impacts on telecommunication services in the sense 
that greater demand will be focused on integrated digital switching 
and transmission networks , optical fibre \videband transmission, automatic 
mobile radio-telephony as well as sophisticated communication satellites 
and the provision of video-conferencing 'around the world ' faciliti es . 
These are but a fe\v of the possibilities, for, as in other technolo g ical 
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areas , the technolo gy and theory are presently known and as research 
and development proceeds (sometimes taking twenty to twenty-five years) 
production costs decrease and new applications become apparent. 
The transport industry has already been forced by economics 
to undertake considerable rationalisation ~ 1 f 
, l. e ., t le use 0 
containers, ond multi-purpose computers for a wide range of ,activities. 
With increasing costs for liquid petroleum transport fuels, it can be 
expected that further changes In the transport infrastructure will 
occur . Although Australia is fairly rich in energy resources 
(particularly coal and uranium) it is only credited with about 0.35 per 
cent of known world oil resources, making it heavily dependent on 
Saudi Arabia and oil-companjes in Singapore, to provide its domestic 
heavy oil requirements, and from about 1985-1990 onward, this will 
severely affect all forms of internal combustion dependent transport 
relying on such fuels. This is a progressively deteriorating 
situation however, and the effects are not generally felt in the short 
term . 
In the medium to longer term it can be expected that more 
efficient internal combustion engines will be developed along \vith 
improvements to vehicle designs compatible with functional efficiency 
and fuel economy. Alternate fuels will also become increasingly 
viable as the price of fuel oil increases and these fuels could be 
expected to include methane, propane, ethanol , methanol , ammonia, 
hydrog n, electricity (depending on increased battery efficiency) and 
even a return to coal burning but with a virtual elimination in its 
pollut "ng capabilities. 
There will undoubtedly be other techno10gy which will suddenly 
appear and owe its development to previously unkno\VTI r search , however, 
the outJine above places the emphasis on refinements to presently 
knmm technology. 
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4 . 4 Future Australian Military Technology 
Indications are that weapon technology is rapidly becoming 
more sophisticated in relation to flexibility, initial accuracy, 
destructive capability range and reduction in size, both for ordnance 
and launchers. A large part of this development parallels the general 
trend toward micro-circuitry and flexibility of mini-computers which 
is eviden t within business, manufacturing and research sectors. 
These developments encourage the deployment of smaller basic and 
mobile fighting units over larger areas than previously, and so long as 
these units can monitor the position and movement of alien units whilst 
maintaining communication between themselves and their operational 
command headq uarters, their bas ic concern is to des troy "vi thou t being 
destroyed, whilst receiving regular replenishment supplies . 
In this sense then developmen t s (specific to Australian fighting 
condi tions, terrain and climate) in mobility, logistic supply, detection , 
identification, long range sensors, reconnaissance , concealment and 
survivability are likely to stimulate technical research and development 
as well as a thorough reappraisal of operational doctrines and 
techniques. ~fhilst much of the technology required will be imported, 
modifications to suit the local conditions would require ongoing 
examination . 
4 .5 The Environment 
The principal aspects of the environment as these apply to the 
activities of the Defence Facilities Division, are those which apply 
to th legislative requirements for proposed new facilities or the 
extension of established facilities, the subseque~t environmental 
management plans for ne\V facilities or extensions to established 
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faciliti s (this requirement will need to be extended ultimately 
to include all existing facilities), the air, water and noise pollution, 
and the conservation of energy both for transport and within the built 
en-vi ronmen t . 
Considerable experience has been gained by this Department in 
the preparation of Environmental Impact Statements (EIS), and this is 
being extended into the preparation and implementation of environmental 
management plans with assistance from the Woodlands Ecology Unit of 
the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation 
(CSIRO). Much work has yet to be done in this area. 
The probJems of air and water pollution have been given 
consideration although more attention must be paid to these in the 
future . Facilities are required in all s t a t es Gnd territories of the 
Commonwenltl1 of Australia for national defence, and the local regulatjons 
need to be complied with. These facilities vary in their nature, 
purpose and function and many of them can be responsible for their own 
problems in relation to pollution. 
Noise pollution already exists and its abatement has been 
examined in relation to military airfields and field firing ranges where 
these are in juxtaposition to human settlement. Further work is 
necessary , pa rticularly as new settlement areas encroach up to and in 
some cases into 'buffer ' zones around these facilities. Land space 
competition for usable land in Australia is growing as the population 
expands and as economic development enhances internal migration of 
people into n ew areas. The Department needs to preserve a variety of 
terrain types for adequate training purposes. 
Fossil fuel is required for the maintenance of the military 
forces, both in wartime and in peace, and although there exists 
cons ider <1 ble oppor t uni ty r 0 r ra tiona 1 isa t ions , these mliS t be explored in 
depth, one! re ~ommendat · ons fL_J~ving from such studies should be implemented 
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without undue delay. Policies relating to the sufficiency of fuels 
for special purpose equ ipment which is requir ed to be operated und er 
emergency conditions,needs to be considered in r e l a tion to national 
need , alternative fuels and dwindling fossil fuel supplies . 
The rationa lisation of energy requiremen ts within the built 
environment opens up a range of feasible and relatively inexpensive 
options in pursuit of human thermal comfort , and achievable through 
the Defence Facilities Division . Appropriate design , orientation and 
landscaping are but a few which are applicable to proposed new 
facilities, whereas the allocation of energy into particular areas of 
existing buildings, based on thermal comfort and essential need, could 
as a general policy be examined and implemented progressively . More 
widespread use of local free energy sources can also be examined and 
evaluated on the basis of life-cycle costing . 
4 . 6 The Australian Economy 
rhis is the most difficult part of this paper to corne to grips 
with because of its complexity as well as the respons~ time-lags of 
its various components in response to perturbations of one kind or 
another . }~nipulations by governments traditionally include interest 
rate variations, control of public versus private employment rates and 
tariff protection for locally manufactured goo ds. Each of the numerous 
elements has to be considered as part of the whole economic structure 
and modified acco rdingly in conjunction with all other elements, 
otherwise a set of imbalances is set up ~vhich become visible only as 
the net result of the sum of the parts . This situation almost defies 
logical resolution . 
During the recently ended (20 year continuous g r owth) period 
which Australia has enjoyed it was not necessary to conside r this 
complexity in any great depth, however the situation rapidly changed 
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to its present state from which meaningful future trends cannot 
readily be seen . The part which large multi-national consortia have 
played in this change is not clearly apparent, although the affect of 
numerous governments short -term political interventions can be 
assessed by the present effects on society. 
Under these circumstances then , this paper falls back on the 
labour force statistics, for labour supply and utilisation are very 
important determinants of the total level of economic activity, and 
the workforce trends can be expected to reflect in some measure at 
least, short-term economic trends. 
4.7 Social Aspects from the International Scene 
The following section is based mainly on the preliminary 
version of work done so far for the INTERFUTURES PROJECT, contributed 
to by sixteen OECD member countries and conducted by a team of eminent 
international experts. The final report is expected to he complete at 
the end of 1978. 
The traditional world-wide concept of 'democratic' politics 
is such that it reflects the evolving nature of demands of its 
citizens and is a function of changing values and aspirations. These 
are sometimes referred to as 'emerging post-industrial psycho-cultural 
patterns of mind' which is assumed to give rise to new sets of worker, 
consumer, urban dweller and o ther roles. However, because of its 
ambiguous character it is not able to give sufficient guidance to 
policy-makers seeking to satisfy their own political insurance. 
N wand adaptive ethics are beginning to emerge , particularly 
in relation to 'harmony with nature', shifting away from acquisitiveness 
and seriously questioning the validity of high economic growth as an 
objective in itself . There is an increase, (although still largely 
, . ., ... ---.--.--~--~~:.~~~:~::~::::::~:~~~-:~:~~~ 
-..... 
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symbolic) with concern for others, either of other cultures or as 
yet unborn. This may reflect the beginnings of collective intellectual 
maturity or at least a crossroad in the cultural evolution of the 
species . All this does not make it any easier for gove rnments to 
develop materials or energy resources or to maintain high levels of 
productive efficiency with rewards for hard work or innovation. 
Welfare States are not well equipped adaptively to meet 
changing societal requirements although their continued existence is 
not questioned. Changing population compositions \vith an increasing 
percentage of elderly and a declining percentage of younger persons 
lmpos s a new set of problems, not the least of which are conservatism 
and frustration . These problems must impact on social investment 
policies, at least in the mid-term and geared in the direction of 
satisfying the needs of smaller cohorts. 
So far as education, energy consumption and health is concerned, 
one of the major tasks for government is the steering of public 
behaviour toward new and less capital intensive directions where 
diminishing resources will need to be carefully managed. Waste as well 
as excess capital commitment cannot be afforded and should not be 
tolerated, particularly in the field of inefficient social policies and 
ill-conceived non-bud geta ry (regulatory/concessional) interventions so 
widely used by governments for short-term political benefits . 
Two policy areas of considerable concern which cannot be left 
to market forces to resolve, are , on the one hand the allocation of 
diminishing land space between competing purposes (whether they be 
recreational, housing or some other) and on the other hand the widening 
gap betwe n occupational and educational structures . It would appear 
that physical controls and economic incentives have done little to 
resolve the conflict betwe e n an inelastic supply and an increasing 
demand. 
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Demand management is still relevant to long-term economic 
problems, however , pre-eminence must be given to questions of supply 
considerations in future political agendas. Developed economies have 
entered the lengthy and turbulent transition phase where adjustment 
is n ecessary between changing relative shortages in the factor 
endowment of capital and natural resources on the one hand , and a 
surfeit of labour on the other. 
Trends exist for capital-intensive investment within both the 
public and private sectors of the economy. These include non-
inflationary methods of balancing investment and savings needs of both 
go vernment and private sectors ; attractive economic incentives aimed 
at influencing business choices as between capital and labour markets 
(but in ways designed to maintain a balance in long-term tendencies 
towards labour-market segmentation); flexibility within the work 
environment to provide for such things as job satisfaction , part-time 
employment and the accommodation of constraints and expectations for 
potential new entrants on the labour market and finally the long-term 
investm nt by large corporations for research and development into 
possible alternatives for diminishing resources including energy and 
raw mat rials. 
4.8 Current International Trends Reflecting Problems of Military 
Families 
This section looks at results from some of the research carried 
out in Canada, the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK) on 
the ' military family', its problems, and its relationships to the host 
community. 
Fournier (1977) propo~ed two perspectives of the military 
family , the first being th e concept that the family is 'simply an extra 
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piece of baggage' that must be taken account of, and the second regards 
the family as part of a team. A study carried out during 1974/75 among 
members of the Canadian armed forces requesting release from further 
service, revealed that a high proportion were seeking both family and 
social stability. This was most evident in the younger (21-30 year 
old ) age group . 
Segal (1977) points to the changing status of the military 
institution over time and particularly during periods of peace. The 
'profession of arms' had been something of ~ calling whereas now it has 
become alikened to an ordinary civilian job, and with this change there 
is a general tr end (within the United States) toward the erosion of 
military institutional fringe benefits. 
'Military families, according to Stanton (1976) are important 
to the (US) military' and this has resulted in a number of policies and 
programs directed toward the satisfaction of their needs. He feels 
that although these measures may ' further insulate military famili s 
from the civilian world ', changes within society will tend to adjust 
these differences. 
Other studies have highlighted the various forms of psycholo g ical 
stress imposed on the respective members of the military family and the 
generalised reactions to these stresses. Readjustment to constant 
mobility is a continuing theme in these studies, particularly during the 
early years of marriage and childbearing . 
The Army and the Air Force appear to have similar problems in 
relation to mobility, whereas the Navy has a distinct dependants 
problem according to the (UK) Report of the Naval Welfare Committee . 
Regular and lengthy separation of the family-head from the family 
produces a range of stresses, the effects of which can in some cases be 
long-term. 
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Goodfellow and Gian (1974) examined the social impact of 
Canadian forces upon their host communities, and their general findings 
indicated that the interaction bet\veen an installation and the community 
had a direct relationship to the respective size matching . Large 
communities were able to absorb larger installations, whereas smaller 
communities could absorb a proportionally-sized military community . 
There was little evidence In their survey to suggest that friction was 
caused by the grafting of military families onto the civil community . 
The location of future defence facilities throughout Australia 
would benefit from a co-ordinated and comprehensive understanding of 
the needs of Australian military families and the attitudes of regional 




DISCUSSION AND RECO~ffiNDATION 
5. 1 Discussion 
The slowing do\~n of the Australian population growth rate has 
a n umber of implications : 
the average age of the popul ation is increasing ; 
the proportion of elder ly i n the population is incr easing ; 
the proportion of dependent young decreasing ; 
social service needs are changing [rom a n emphasis on the 
yo un g to an emphasis on the elderly ; 
the at t itudes of the Au stralian population are becoming 
progressively more conservative . 
Othe r implications can also be deduced : 
with a levelling out of t h e total population (to about 18 million 
by the year 2000) , the number of persons available to the \vork-
force will consequently level out ; 
the proportion of revenue from personal taxation and avail~ble 
to the Federal Government for r edistribution will subsequently 
level out , (however , as automation and mechanisation continue 
to replace members of the workforce , productivity could be 
expected to increase resulting in a greater proportion of 
revenue being derived from corporate taxes and indirect taxes) ; 
the levels of budget allocations are likely to level out; 
the allocation of budget funds is likely to become diversifi e d; 
considerable rationalisation (as a consequence ) is likely to 
occur at all levels within both the public and private sectors ; 
the demand for employment is likely t o stabilise; 
local commodity markets will become increasingly saturated . 
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The present market trends toward an increasing growth rate in 
the utilisation of non-renewable resources must ultimdtely lead to 
either the import of these resources and/or the movement toward a 
greater use of substitutes . The high cost of labour is likely to 
con t inue , at least in the short t€rm , mdking ' repair by replacement ' 
the most cost effective method of maintaining costly capital equipment ; 
however , when examined against the depletion of resources of critical 
elements , there may well be a return to the manufacture of durable 
capital equipment as a long-term conservation measure, and this in turn 
will lead to a saturation of local markets. It is unlikely that, for 
the same high labour-cost reason, that expansion of manufacturing 
export markets will occur in sufficient volume to maintain an expanding 
manufacturing base. 
The best prospects for Australian exports appears to lie in the 
export of minerals , principally iron ore and the finite energy mineral 
resources of coal and uranium, of which sufficient mid and long-term 
reserves are known . In addition, an expansion in renewable crop and 
live stock exports can be contemplated, in satisfaction of growing 
world food needs . 
High farm labour-costs has led to increasing mechanisation on 
the land with a consequentially increasing drift of population away 
from rural areas. In order to increase the production of excess primary 
produce attention will need to be given to a realistic balance between 
higher productivity, a greater use of suitable underdeveloped land and 
financial/cultural incentives in order to attract the potential 
workforc away from the urban environment. This however, is in conflict 
\vith nvironmental preservation and conservation and balanced judgments 
will ne d to be made. 
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In order to achieve this export option, greater emphasis is 
likely to be placed on maintaining Australia's trade routes and this 
is also likely to influence the siting and locating/relocating of 
defence facilities around the Commonwealth. New and affordable 
military equipment will need to be considered along with changing 
strategic and operational guidance and adapting military doctrines. 
Changing societal attitudes, in some cases born of continual 
frustration, unfulfilled ambitions and increasing leisure time has 
led to a questioning of present social values. In some overseas 
countries there has been the formation of activist group s some of 
which us e paramilitary ' aggression in order to achieve recognition. 
There would appear to be little evidence of such groups being formed 
from Australian-born residents, however, evidence does exist on their 
formation from some close-knit ethnic groups, being immigrants and 
' guerillas-in-exile'. There may exist a need for greater protection, 
in all its forms, of Defence explosives, both in transit and in 
storage, and this could imply the rationalisation of all Defence 
explosives areas. 
Also r 'elated to the question of internal national security is 
the sudden appearance of ' outside' activist groups intent on furthering 
their cause with some spectacular exhibition or series of destructive 
outbursts. Once again the denial of equipment and explosives suitable 
to their purposes is a matter to be well considered, and adequate 
Defence studies as to the consequences of maintaining the status quo 
will n ed to be undertaken . 
Trading in drugs is another illegal activity being increasingly 
carri d on within Australia, which may also require serious 
consideration by the Defence Department and having implications for the 
Facilities Division although it is primarily a civil law enforcement 
matter. 
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The location of facilities for military personnel should 
continue to be directed toward regions and areas which provide the 
greatest peace time socio-economic satisfaction and infrastructure 
support for both the personnel , their dependants and the community at 
large. The locations, therefore, most favoured for military development 
would ideally contain a high degree of economic viability and permanence . 
Furth r and more detailed studies of internal migration and the reasons 
leading to such migration need to be carried out Ivithin Defence, and 
in conjunction with other Commonwealth Departments and agencies . 
Ncttional support of military peace-time consolidation can best 
be achieved through co-operative consultations within all areas of the 
civil infrastructure, particularly in relation to transport modes, 
transport faci lities, and intangible social values. The former could 
(for conservation reasons) consider the greater use of alternative fuels 
s uch as coal/electricity and consequently rail transport, whilst the 
latter would ideally explo r e and define the structure and the changing 
social attitudes within dependants of military personnel as well as the 
community. The training of specific technical personnel in skills 
wh i ch are declining within the community may provide a certain degree 
of independence from the future perceived gaps, shifts and imbalances, 
within the workforce. 
It is anticipated that development funds from Federal 
Government budgets will eventually become a limited resource for this 
Division (refer to Appendix IV) so that rationalisations of 
activities will need to be considered and policies formulated. 
Expenditure of a maintenance nature v~ a vis expansion, development 
and capital investment will need to be carefully apportioned in order 
to achieve an equitable balance_between Defence activities and the 
facilities that can be provid e d for th m. 
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5 . 2 Recommendation 
It is recommended that further and more detail d collaborative 
studies , as outlined in the previous section , be instituted by Defence 
and the Defence Facilities Division, in order to achieve a balanced 
Defence stance in the years ahead. 
Problems which should be examined in the near future include: 
the effect of population ageing on future recruitment policies 
and the possible need to contemplate increased career prospects 
for women in all branches of military services , together with 
the facilities implications ; 
the social and cultural aspirations of dependants of military 
personnel in order to guide the process of locating defence 
facilities in peace time; 
the areas of Facilities Division activity which can be 
effectively rationalised vis a vis limited budget allocations; 
the effect of energy conservation in the built environment to 
the ef f ectiveness of defence facilities and defence activities; 
the effect of changing and new military technology on the 
concept of long-life facilities in relation to changes in 
future strategic and operational considerations; 
the effect of locating more ' bare base' and ' straight road' 
contingency facilities on the civil infrastructure, and the 
possibility of more cost-sharing arra ngements with civil 
authorities; and 
the possibility of co-locating military facilities of a like 
nature, particularly those facilities vulnerable to the 
activities of potential terrorists. This would also imply the 
consideration of joint-user facilities and a general tightening 
of security arrangements in conjunction with civil authorities. 
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In the above context a defence facility exists essentially 
for thre main purposes: 
i) to contribute to the overall National Sovereignty of Australia 
accordin g to a ration~l defence plan, both in peace and war; 
ii) 
iii) 
to accommodate Defence personnel/dependents; and 
to accommodate present and future military equipment, stores 
and supporting services, wherever required. 
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APPENDIX I 
POPULATION PYRAMIDS I LLUSTRATING DIFFERENT POPULATION TYPES 
0,- 4 
80 I-














5 o 5 10 
Percentage distribution in age group 
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Percentage distribution in age group 
20 
High fertility and 
falling mortality 
o 61.3 yrs ( males ) 
e = 
o 65 .6 yrs (f emales 
( 1959-60) 
Low fertility and 
mortality 
o b8 . 3 yrs (males ) 
e = 
o 74.1 yrs (f emales ) 
( 19GO) 
Source : Borrie , W. O. The Growth and Control of World 




EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS BY INDUSTRY 
o = Stahle, Static 
= Deterioration 
+ = Improved 
Employment situation 
Industry 
A. ~~UFACTURING SECTOR 








Alcohol and tobacco 





3 . Clothing 
4. Footwear 
5 . Wood and Wood Products 
6 . Furniture 
7 . Pap r and Paper Products 
8 . Printing 
9 . Chemicals 
10 . Petroleum and Coal Products 
11. Non-M tallic 1ineral Products 
Glass and glass products 
Clay products 
12 . Basic Metal Products 
(incl. processing, smelting, 
r fining, pipes and tubes) 
































Indus t ry 






13 . Fabricated Metal Products 
14 . Transpor t Equipment 




15 . Household Applicances 
16 . Electrical Equipment 
(Computer sector) 
17 . Other Machinery and Equipment 
(Industrial, scientific and 
photographic) 
Tel communications 
18 . Leathe r 
19 . Plastics 
20 . Rubber 
B . HINI G AND QUARRYI ~ 











- . Quarrying 
C. ELECTRICITY, GAS z HATER A D 
SA ITARY SERVICES 



















































Indus t ry 
E . TERTIARY SECTOR 
















Re t ail Trade 
Food s t ores 
Furniture , fabrics, clo t hing 
and footwear 
Household appliances and 
hardware 
Motor vehicle dealers , petrol 





Proper t y 
(Rea l Estate) 
Community Services 
Education, museums , librarie s, 
art galleries 
Welfare, charit able and 




(Includin g ~dver tising and 
accounting) 
Other Goverrun ent Activities 
(Including Public 
Administration and Defence) 
Amus ement, Sport and Recreation 
11 . Ho t e ls and Res tauran ts 
12 . Personal Services 























































Hodificd from : D~partm ' nt of Emplo yn e n <J l1d IndustrL:11 Relations , 
6'mploYlf/ent IJ1'lFpcc' t u by Iddust1'1/ cod OeGLI!)r[t:CllZ, rTuZy 1D77 and 
Supplement P C 7JY'W1 Y'JI 19 78 , CCll)lH.:rra , Il)/ H. 
S = 
c = 
:;/ n = 
L/ S = 
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flPPEtlD I X I I I 
E~~PL OY[:Etn PROSPECTS EY OCCUPAT I ON 
SUPPLY 01- LABOUR 
D[MA~D FOR LABOUR 
SUPPLY OF LABOUR GREA TER THAN DEnAI;C 
I)LI·,';; .;:' iCf\ LAu OUr: CP-EA r[F< 1", ,,~:. SLJi'i ' l',' 
SOl.lIl~U: "Etl PLOYf"ICN T FRosrECTS bY I ~IJUSHY + 
Occur'AT I OIJ - JULY If.7J '' { I' EBRUARY 
~~rJ SU[JrLEllEIH - UEPARHiEIJ r OF 
[fd'LOYtlEI!T ' IIW US 1 P. I AL I: ELATlm! S 
---- - -
c;=1 del s=d ~-! j 
----
c'./s r!/ ~ 'Ih r' /: 
- ---
::.Id s/ct s/~ . /1 
--- -----
. - ------
:./rl ']/1 " ~ 
~ / rJ , / I 3/,-1 e/il 
-- --
I 
----l-_ _ . 
, . 
------
,, /t. ::/ct I :/i /ri 
--- --
~ I ? .'",'j I c-;-=d , 
1----
'.:./d ? ? 
-- --- ---
Aid 3/1 s=rl 
--
3/d "I I : /ri 
--
---- - - -
s/rl - 1--; 
'------'--------
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( r:cupa tl on 0ve r - 11 ~ i tu"t t \ or 
,; ~





r-!d -:l/:J :>. /d o.:/d ~=(l G=d sid sid 
---
'/ j ~-j d r./ci ~/.:. ~ /ct ,-!ei s/! sid sid sid Bid 
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2 Clerical + S.1.1 cs Occuyn t i ons 
l'ookk ee pe r 
-




Clerical ..Iorker - non-Covt 
Data Pre~rati on - fersonne l 
Ineur 1. nce Sales d/s die 
-.---------------------if-------j ------ I 
ffi ce Mach in e Opera t or u/u u/d s id s/d . s/d s/d 0/(1 o/d s/d s / d o/d e/d e/J o / d 
- -------- ----- ------+-- - ------'----- - -- - -- - ---
Hea l t:o tate e/d s/d u/d e/d s/d s/d s/-d s/d sid B=d e"' c s=J sxd 
-- I-- - -
Receptionis t o/d s/d 
--------- -- ----- -- --f------+--- -t---~- - -- - - - f---+-- ---t-------- ---t-o 
n/d old 








. t cnor,rnphe r/Sf'c re bl'Y 
------------ ----. 




Cc::: J I t!.un 
i· ,il. + ': Ir~Yl' . ...., ... (' .• ' t tl o ns 
~' f ICC !.lnrr I I 
nilPlt r J! ' .. ! .u. ,· r I I 
Ice .. . ir.t-r'll Tr"" t : .. ,.' r.t Cpcrat c r 
lell :'-ri 11 r T "'- l..r] ... orke r 
. T<.t lls;"vr t + C0l.lIllUJ 1 1 ~ " tl ·) n 
CC~t ' li ons 












sid sid sid 
sid sid s/u 
~/d sid sid 
sid sid sid 
S=d 
sid sid sid 
dis dis dis 





:::. i tl.tlOn hy ~tilte 
J /s cis s=d s=d ,sid sid 
5==-: S=l I/ S s=O s=d 
sid sid dis di s (]=c 5/.1 s/cl si d sic! 
sid s/rl s/u 
sid s=d -Id sid 
sid sid sid sid sid sid sid sid 
dh dis dis dis 7 ? 
s=d 5=0 s i d sid sid 5/0 sid sid 
dis dis 
sid sid sid sid sid sid sid sid 
cis sid sid sid sid sid 
dis '~/s s=d s=c s=d s=d 
------------------------------------~------~---------+_--~~--_+----_+----4_----~--4_----~----+_----~--_+----~------ -
dis dis lis dis d/ '.:'. ",/d s /J dis dis sid sid 
- -----------------------+--------4-------~----_+----1_----+_----~--~----~-- --+_--~~--~- ---~----~----
t } er~ 'H.ne 1 "iI. ( ~ (I tl l l '" f-orv i.ce 
-:'C:CI.p.l t H l i S 
.,IT,:'lI,J nce Uft':r:~:- s=d s=d di s dis s=d s=d sid J/"" 5=0 
slo sid 
sid sid sic 5/0 ~/J s /u 5/0 s/J sid sid sid sid sid sid 
-----------------------------------~-------+--------+-----~--~-----+----~----~--~-----+----+-----~---+----~------
r'lle- un. J(.e .. orker 
\,; .. n lener 
Police v: fi ce r 
s/u slo sid si d sic sid sid sid sid dis sid sid sid sid 












sid sid uls sic s/::: si d sic sid sid sid 
sid sid sid sid sid sid sid sid s=d 
sid sid ",, =rl s=d sid s/~ sid sid sid s/(1 
I ~ : e t. a l lnd i::lectrical l'rades 
He.:! t Tred ter sid sid 
----------------------------~----~------+_--4_--~--_r--_+--~--4_--_+--_+--_+--_4----+_--
.Bl;.,cksnith 
Cr no and Eo ist Ope rdtor 
Electrical fitter and I'lecharuc 
~lectrical Linesmanl 






sid si d dis dis 
sit'. s/J s/J sid 
sid sid sid "" /d 
dis s=d sid sid sid sid n/s dis 
sid sid dj:.; dis sid sid dis dis 
sid sid s=<l Bid slel sid sid 
slo sid dis dis slo. sid s=d s=d 
~J __ ~ ________ ~ ______ ~i 
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!- Ovcrall -::,i t ua ti Ol1 ...i i tUn tion cy St a te , 
Cc...(;UPd lion NS'; Vic '.3[, Pas '<.ld 'riA 
.... 
Present Future ?res Flit Pres Fu t Pres rut Pres F'ut Fres Fu t i-'res rut 
Electroplater ,Co;. ~el'st:1 i ~ h ells dis 
-
Fit ter dis ols dis dis dis d/~ 
I 
dis dis dis dis sid .? s/ a 9=d 
Fitter ar.1 T' lr :le r I dis u/s dis dis dis d/::. u/s dis dis cis sid sid 5/0 S = ~. 
-
Ins trun en t ,· .al.er .,. rtepc1 i re r dis dis Jis di s (lIs djg 5/1 ~=d sed S=:J al f. als s=d s ed 
-
J","'ell!:r ell", dj<J s=.I !'/u S=j 5=0 s=d s =d s=d s=d sid si d 
-
Loc k::i :r. i t hi ~,. f e rr,,1 'r. c: r dis s,=O dis u/ ':, dis s=d s=d s =o s=d s=d s =G. s=d s=u s=d 
-
~.aChll: E. t - c.n/,; r ~1 v int.., :lis s=a dis cis oj!; dis s=d S ::::t : s=d s=c e/e s=d c i s s =d 
-




Dusll:ess .:.:quipmenc s=o s=:1 s=d sid s=d '~=d s=d sid ? ? s::c s i d s=ri s=d 
-
Lift ~ .ech < lntc s=J s=d s=d s=c s/-: s/'l sla sid d/3 'ils s =d s=d fl=U s=d 
-
Op ti crl l ,·.cc:-,?.nlc di s s id n/ s dis .~I s dis s=d sic! s=d sid. s i d sid sid SI d 
-
1'.0 t or ,.echani c dis Ll/ s 
-
rte frlL ero tor i.ccl.a n ic li/ .. dis oj-:, o/s dis dis dis s=c s=d s=c s=d dis s id s=d 
-
Scw ing J·.acnine !1l'C. , nic ~=J S=J s=,1 s=c: aI's dis sed s=d s 2d s=d s=d s=d s =d s =d 
. . e ta 1 l.ac:rd n i s t s=J dis d/:3 al s dis J/" dis dh s=d s =d dis dis sea ci s 
l'oulde r an(; Coremake:- dis dis dis dis dis cis dis dis sid ? sid sic di s ells 
ranel l}Prlte r dis dis 
r'J t t ern :dr.t'r dis Jls j / s dis dis dis dis dis .? ? sid n/s ct/s dis 
- . 
" ... dln , TV :te pd i rn,e n sid sid slol s/J ~ I'~ Lid sid S/I sid sid si d sid sid sid 
Skilled .;jh"!f' t ~le ta 1 ,/orker ,1/':3 dj<:, dis dis li/s .l/s Sed s =o d/L oils di s dis 'ils dis 
Sh i pwri Lh t s/a sid ':3/d sid s/u slo sla sid s/d sid sic sid s=ct sed 
-
Te 1 eCOI~rr,l..l. l Cd t luns 1 ecr;n~r- l an ':31(; sic sic s/::. ""/11 '.old s=el s:,o sid sic sid s/l. sid s!d 
Tooll7lilkt:r , lJietndKer, I'-ach i lie 
Tool:;ct t er + Opc r <.. t or dis dis dis dis d/!; dis dis dis dis dis scd scd sed cis 
Turner dis d/s dis dis uh d/r, s=d cis s=d s=d sid dis sid s=d 
Vehicle ~dy l>ulld~r dis dis dis dis dis dis s=d s=d ? ? sed s=d dis dis 





-elder ( ~llal iried) ::/'i d/s dis dis dis dis ct/s dis s=C sed nl s di s s =d r:/s 
-.. 
7. BuUdin/, and Cons t ruc ti on '~' rCtdes 
Brickl:J j Lr s/J. sid sid sid g"d 3/d sid s i d di s dis s=d ? sid ? 
-
Carpenter, J0inpr sed sid sic s=d ? s=,\ ? s=d s=d sid sic sid sic 
nat G1 3ss 1'r8desnan sid old d/!; ? r. /d sid s=d s/d dis dis sid sid sid s/l! 
-
-
Ope rator - r...1 r t hrnov ing etc o"",uipment sid sid 3/<1 ':31 i s/u s/J s/] sid dlL dis si d sid sid Jls 
Pain ter s s/u sid sid sla '.:i/d ", /d sid sid dis s=d sid sid sid s= ct 
-
Plastere r s/u sill rln sid ~::d s=d s/J sla sed s=d sid sid sid S=ll 
-
l-lurr.be r slrl sl slrl ",/0 s/.:. sid ~/d sid dis dis sid sid s/a s/u 
rUee.e r t Cabl e Splice r s/l G/ ' 
Tiler ",/J sid sid .... /d sl I ,;/d sid sid s=~ s=d s::d s=d u/d s=rl 
-
Stonemason dis dis ct/s dis e./:o cis sed s=d s=o s=d s=d s=d dis :lIs 
... 
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- lJverall Si tuutiun .;i t ucl lion by :.; ta te 
Occup" lion NSW Vic SA Tas l{ld ';I A 
r resont FUture Pres ?u t Fr(;o rut Pres Put Pl'es Fu t Pres rut l-'res rut 
,.. 
C o t hir'b ' Tex tih md 
Foot .... eil r Cccurati or. s 
1rPG' f1'.<l ker , !·!i 1) :nnr sid Bid 
.-
~ot :. ~'. e r I I s=l.i s=c! s=a s=o d/s dis c./s d/s dis dis S=l 3=C sid s/':" 
.-
I I 
,:ni t ter r.,/d s/o. 
.-
oom Tun er s id s/..;. s/ s/..;. 01 : s/ : S=IJ s=J s/J s/d s=d s=d s=d s=d 
.-
~:., c t'lr.1 s t , ~ulLer , C~hel' :"'killed 
CJ rrcn t ;.,c, k e r sid sid sill slo sid s/d Jls dis s=d s =d s=d s=d s=d s=d 
-
'LIll o l' sill sid 
-
Texti~e !'ecnlll: i an E/d s / d 
-
Tex t ile :.ol'ker sid sid 
= 
. Food ) lJd Iik ... .'; , brtcCO ! r .ldes 
:lll tc (, cr ;1/ !., d/s ,jis J/ e Il/S "/'.i d/8 dis ? ? s =d s =d o/s d/s 
-
b0r'~!' dis l! /s ' I •. I - i/:: .. I" l/s :;=l: s=d s=rl s=d s=cl s=d I/G n/s 
- -
l' t:'Ct t 1 II S i ~ \.. t 1-, r L."J 5= 11 s/" ,,/0 lis l/", d/H Jls s,...d s=,1 s!d sid 5=d s=d 
-
- f--- --- - - ----
l'astry ~oC)k dis dis u/ , d/ ~: fils dis <lIs d/s diE dis dis dis s/d sid 
------- -




~ t ~rem"n , :ad .. er ... l·rd! 'jJer sid '.3ld 
-
--- -----r-----f-. = r=-- ----- .-_. 
-
1. .~()od , l" ' )rnitllltl , .-0 Pi' r ll~ ! 
rrinlir., . Tl"ld es 
Catir.et ",axel' ./.: dis r.:./", ti/b oj-:. dis ~ =d s/J. ct/s d / s dis el/t. £=l s=d 
-
Ch':llr , ;c, C:. , ,l 'r..f- r s =-u s=J s -ou :;=c <1/:; o/s s= ! s ~d s= :i s=d l'=d s= ,j d/s ,1/s 
- ----------
--;j. 
..,/d f--- ~/,: u/s rrinter ' / oh :;/c ~ =r! ? sid s=c s/d sid =>, I . 
-
? 
Fibre • (I • fll .• r.rf er ~./ j s/ ·~ s/c. sl I sid de .:./d s/d s=d s=d ? .; s=c s=d 
- -
ru rrti t'ce l-ol h ner dis J/H ll/~ ol s oil s d/s sill t;/d (1 /~ J l s scd s=d '! ? 
-
:urnl tid e U~hol:.t.·r(·r 'l/~ cis oi l >, ,~/ " rl/f lis ", / u f'/d ~;=d G :=.1 s =d s=,1 ? ? 
- ---
I·.de}, 1 ,. i s t r r 1<1 lll .t: sid s/J 
-
.3k ill ed - esp ! i lr .oLr 'ilhic ... c/J dis dis <1/ .... d/s d/s ·:/s l/S b=O s= I s=d s=li /' s , l. fi /d 
s i Jr. GC n~en J r lI' te:-s 
-
,'.ucrl :. : f, l "000 \Jo r k inc; ,iI ~ d/s fl/ S ri/s d /:. 01/:' r=c s=d dis dis s =d s=d ? 
-
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Fappr . ('uJuc t .. o rker ~, / ~ ~ sid 
-
3a .... mi 1 Horker s=u S=u :/5 c.1<;; 5::::...l s=d 5=U dis o/~ Jls s=d s=d s=d s=d 
·,,'ood !'r,. <t t e r C=I..! s=d 
-
, . S t one I Chemlcal .II,d L(';J t ner 'l'r., It s 
Lea t hcrl;O Ot! s 1Oo' 0rke r sid sid 
Cl ay '."orke r .,,/d sid s/u s/,: I [j / l l s=d s=d sir. s;'1 sid sid B/·I sid tl, U 
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EXPENDITURE (DEFENCE AND DEFENCE FACILITIES DIVISION) AND GDP 
Repairs and Defence 
Expenditur 
Buildings and 











494.4 24 .9 14.2 
494 . 3 -0.02 22.4 -10 .0 14.6 
512.0 3.6 20 . 9 - 6 .7 14 .8 
595 . 9 16 .4 20 .1 - 3.8 16 .7 
62 . 3 11.1 31 . 4 56.2 16.8 
788 . 2 19.0 62 .9 





2.8 3.0 -6.3 
1.4 3.2 6.7 
12.8 4.4 37.5 
0.6 13.2 200.0 
1967/68 1058.8 11.4 67 .0 -18.0 19.4 
















937 . 4 -11.4 41.0 - 7.9 
875 . 1 -6.6 41.3 
828.8 -5.3 40 . 8 
805.5 -2.8 41.1 
764 . 2 -5.1 31 . 8 
764.2 0 35 . 5 
720 . 8 -5 .7 39 . 5 
0.7 
- 1.2 
0 . 7 
-22.6 
11 . 6 
11.3 
* Percentage change from 1960/61 
24.3 7.0 8 .6 32.3 
24.9 2.5 8.0 - 7.0 
24.6 -1.2 5.6 -30.0 
25 .8 4.9 4.6 -17.9 
24 . 5 -5.0 4.8 4.3 
22.4 -8.6 13.4 179.2 
23.6 5.4 17.2 28 .4 




0.8 60 .0 








- 8.9 62.2 
87.2 91.9 
































2 .3 53 .3 






1 .0 73.4 
- 5.8 73.3 
- 3.9 62.6 
263 .6 89.8 
-22.0 81 .3 
1.5 





Modified from: Department of Defence, Defence Report 1967~ Defence Report 1971~ Defence Report 1974~ Defence Report 
1975~ Defence Report 1976~ Canberra, ACT, and Australian Bureau of Statistics, Australian National 






























SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN DEFLNCE 
EXPENDITURE FROM 1960/61 to 1975/ 76 






0 . 249811311661 
RJ::;S ERROR 
78.0965786395 
MAX (ABS (RESIDUAL) ) 
16.1320323529 

















































SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN EXPENDITURE 
BUILDINGS AND WORKS FROM 1960/61 TO 1975/76 








1105 . 33709985 
MAX (ABS (RESIDUAL) ) 


















Time X X X _- ____ X _ _ ____ "---
----
x X 























SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN EXPENDITURE 
ON REPAIRS AIID MAINTENANCE OF FACILITIES FROM 1960-61 TO 1975/76 
6 Change 
Y = A + B. X E +1 
X 





-0.32575735 2941 +1.00 
'" ~ ~ 
















































SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN EXPENDITURE 
ON THE PROVISION OF SERVICE HOUSING FROM 1960/61 TO 1975/76 
6Change 
































x X I ~~-Iim~ 





























SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE 
ON LAND 






0 .0717 258956 
RES ERROR 
4930 . 94531066 
MAX (ABS (RESIDUAL) ) 
215.454345588 
SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE 
ACQUISITIONS FROM 1960/61 TO 1975/76 
IN EXPENDITURE 
I\. Change 
E + 2 I ~ 
+2.50 
+2.00 
+1 . 50 
+1.00 
x 
+0.50 -- - _ _ _ ---,r 










I I... X 
X X X~ -:(flme- - - ~--X X ~----
.,./' 

























SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING SCATTER OF PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE TOTAL 
EXPENDITURE (BUILDINGS AND WORKS, REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE, SERVICE 
HOUSING AND LAND ACQUISITIONS) FROM 1960/61 TO 1975/76 
Y = A + B .X 
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SIMPLE REGRESSION LINE SHOWING PERCENTAGE CHANGE IN THE AUSTRALIAN GROSS 
DOMESTIC PRODUCT FROM 1960/61 TO 1975/76 
Y = A + B . X 
A = 
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